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ExecuUveSummary
STRES, Incorporated has recently been contracted for the desigr_ of a
comprehensive program for the control of orbital debris. This document
describes the rationale and specifics of this type of design, as well as details the
various components of the overall plan_
The problem of orbital debris has been steadily worsening since the first
successfullaunch in 1957. Currently countries spend billionsof dollars in
attempts to shield space operations from damage caused by debris,and still
these operations are often rendered useless by damage from collisionswith
debris. The hazards posed by orbitaldebris suggest the need for a progressive
plan forthe prevention offuture debris,as well as the reduction of the current
debris level. The proposed debris management plan includes debris removal
systems and preventativetechniques and policies.
The debris removal is directedat improving the current debris environment.
Because of the variance in sizesof debris a single system cannot reasonably
remove all kinds of debris. An active removal system, which deliberately
retrievestargeted debrisfrom known orbits,was determined to be effectivein
the disposalofdebristracked directlyfrom earth. However, no effectivesystem
is currentlyavailableto remove the untrackable debris.
The debris prevention program is intended to protectthe orbitalenvironment
from future abuses. This portion of the plan involves various methods and
rules for future prevention of debris. The preventative techniques are
protective methods that can be used in future design of payloads. The
prevention policiesare ruleswhich should be employed to forcethe prevention
of orbitaldebris.
The design process was governed by a management structure headed by a
projectmanager and a technicalmanager. The projectwas completed on time
and $7,432 over budget.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing hazards of orbital debris, Space Trash Removal and
Elimination Systems (STRES), Incorporated was contracted under proposal
#ASE274L to submit a comprehensive program for the control of orbital debris.
STRES, Inc. will provide a plan for removal and prevention of debris as a
method of reducing the danger to space personnel and active operations.
The proposed orbital debris management program will provide for preventive
measures for future space operations as well as provide a comprehensive
scheme for removal of current and future debris. Unfortunately, systems
which can remove all orbital debris are currently unrealistic; therefore, such
performance from a system will not be required. However, a removal system
must reduce debris significantly in order to be effective. Furthermore, the
technology to prevent the creation of aU future debris is currently unavailable;
accordingly, prevention techniques will be expected to significantly reduce any
future contributions to debris.
In order to promote success of an orbital debris removal program, the concept
of debris management must have public support. Three basic factors which
affect support of space ventures are initial and overall cost, measurable
benefits, and environmental safety. Since orbital debris removal does not have
sufficient economic benefit to be supported by private industry, the primary
source of funding will be federal treasuries. Therefore, it is essential to
minimize the cost of the system to receive support. In accordance with the
• funding difficulties, it is necessary to show direct and measurable benefits to
justify the expense of orbital debris management. Visible benefits, such as
protecting the proposed space station Freedom, would foster public support,
and thereby encourage funding. Finally, the environmental safety of any
endeavor is paramount. Due to the public's growing awareness and concern
about environmental hazards and risks, all management techniques must be
safe for the earth's atmosphere and orbital environment to maintain public
support.
2.0 ORBITAL DEBRIS BACKGROUND AND S_'VERITY
In order to design an appropriate management system for orbitaldebris,itis
necessary to understand the historicalbackground as well as the current
severityofthe problem.
s.1 und
Scientistshave been concerned about the dangers posed by orbitaldebris since
the Apollo and Gemini missions. During these early ventures, the main
concern was the possiblehazards of natural orbitaldebris,such as meteoroids
and cosmic dust. However, after an in-depth study, it was concluded that
spacecraft could be effectivelyand efficientlyshielded from the dangers of
natural debris because of itssmall sizeand density. Since that time, concern
has shifted to the dangers of manmade, rather than natural, debris. The
main reason for the change in focus is that the levelof manmade debris has
far surpassed the level of natural debris in the orbital environment. In
addition,most manmade debrisis significantlylargerin sizethan the average
meteoroid, and therefore,is much more dangerous to the spacecraR. Finally,
there are few meteoroids in earth orbit because they generally only pass
through the earth's influence,whereas manmade orbitaldebris remains in
earth orbit until its orbit decays and the debris re-enters the earth's
atmosphere. Namely, the fluxof natural debrisis significantlyless than the
fluxof manmade debrisas illustratedin Figure 1.
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One of the early misconceptions about orbital debris was that anything placed
into earth orbit would eventually return to earth. However, it requires over
1000 years for a payload at an altitude of 1000 km to deorbit, and an object in a
10,000 km orbit may never deorbit.[15:176] Since the natural process of
removing orbital debris is so slow, and because there is currently no orbital
debris removal system available, the amount of orbital debris is steadily
increasing. If action is not taken to reduce the contributions to debris levels,
the use of space may be endangered within a decade or two and even several
lower earth orbits may be rendered completely unusable.
2.1.1 Types of Space Debris
Another common misconception about the orbital debris problem is that there
is only one type of orbital debris. Actually, there are several different types of
manmade debris that are the result of unique sources.
2.1.1.1 Mission Related Debris
Since the launch of Sputnik I, almost 7500 mission-related objects have been
deposited in space. Mission related debris includes hardware, protective
equipment, and even waste.
A main contributor the the orbital debris problem is the protective equipment,
such as paint and shields, installed on spacecraft. Frequently, paint is
degraded by the orbital environment. Once it begins to flake off of the
spacecraft, it becomes a hazard to other spacecraft as well as to itself. Another
contributor is the shielding used to protect most satellites from orbital debris.
These shields fragment when impacted by debris as small as 1 mm in
diameter. The fragments from the shield can often pose a greater hazard to
the satellite and other spacecraft than that posed by the debris with which it
impacted.
Another cause of debris is mission related hardware. This category of debris
consists mostly of staging mechanisms, such as explosive bolts and separation
rings, as well as protective shields which are shed during deployment of a
payload. Even the emissions from solid rockets contribute significantly to the
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debris population. However, a majority of the mass is a result of spent upper
stage rockets left in orbit by past missions.
Finally, litter from various manned missions has added to the amount of
orbital debris. For example, U.S.S.R. cosmonauts often jettisoned bags of
garbage containing dirty cloths, food wrappers, and other trash from the
Salyut 7 space station. Even crystalized urine from the shuttle was discovered
on the Solar Max.[21:3.50]
2.1.1.2 Explosion Remnant Debris
As of February 1988, nearly 90 intentional or accidental catalogued payload
explosions had deposited more than 36,000 kg of debris fragments into space,
with a significant portion of this mass in the 1 mm to 10 cm untrackable
range. These fragmentations account for nearly 40 percent of all tracked
objects greater than 10 cm in diameter,J9] and have contributed an estimated
30,000 to 70,000 fragments in the I to 10 cm range of debris.[6]
Deliberate explosions for military and intelligence operations are a primary
cause of fragmentation debris. Satellites have been deliberately destroyed in
orbit to prevent the recovery of certain payloads and to test military hardware.
For example, the U.S.S.R. intentionally exploded Kosmos 1813 on January 29,
1987 to prevent possible recovery by the United States.[8:51] Additionally, the
anti-satellite (ASAT) programs of the United States and the U.S.S.R. are
responsible for the deliberate destruction of satellites and the creation of orbital
debris. Every ASAT test is capable of producing up to 10 million particles.
Since the beginning of the ASAT programs, there have been sixteen tests
conducted by the U.S.S.R. alone.
Besides the intentional destruction of satellites, there is also the possibility of
accidental satellite explosions. Inadvertent fragmentation is generally the
result of propulsion system failures. The best example of such a failure is the
second stages of the United States' Delta rockets. Since 1973, seven Delta
second stages have exploded and produced 1230 known orbital debris objects
after successfully performing their payload delivery missions.[ll:17] More
importantly, some of these rockets were presumed dead for as long as three
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years prior to exploding. ARer thorough investigation,it was revealed that
residual hypergolic propellant was responsible for these detonations. Other
examples are the explosions of the Ariane third stages that occurred in
November 1986 and February 1990. The 1986 explosionisconsidered the worst
breakup in history. Launched in February 1986, the booster exploded at an
altitudeof 780 kin, and created more than 200 piecesof large trackable debris
in orbitsranging from 430 to 1430 km altitude.[25:34]Even though the cause of
this explosion is stillundetermined, possiblecauses and resultsof explosions
are illustratedin Figure 2.
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2.1.2 Evidence ofDamage from Space Debris
The firstindicationthat orbitaldebris was collidingwith active payloads was
obtained from Explorer 46. Launched in August 1972, this satelliteincluded a
meteoroid bumper experiment which was sensitiveto impacts by particles
larger than 0.1 ram. Data from this experiment suggested that 43 of the
impacts experienced by Explorer could have been the resultof manmade debris
because the corresponding orbitaldebris flux experienced was three times
greater than that expected fornatural debris.[14:22]
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The first conclusive proof that orbital debris was striking active payloads was
provided by the Skylab cosmic dust experiment. The sole purpose for this
experiment was to analyze meteoroid impacts. Chemical analysis revealed
high levels of aluminum in the impact craters. Additionally, windows on the
returned Skylab IV Apollo Module were examined for meteoroid impacts. It
was discovered that about 50% of the hypervelocity pits covering the windows
were aluminum lined, probably the result of collisions with aluminum oxide
particles, which are the primary constituents of the thermal coatings used on
most spacecraft.[14:23]
The best known example of damage due to orbital debris is the damage to Space
Shuttle Challenger during Space Shuttle Mission 31-C. Space Shuttle
Challenger's forward window was impacted by a small piece of debris that left
a crater 2.0 mm across and 0.63 mm deep in the window. This impact is
believed to be the first confirmed damage to an operational space vehicle by
orbital debris. At first believed to be a micrometeorite impact, it was later
determined that the object was a piece of thermal paint about 0.2 mm in
diameter that struck the glass at a speed of 4-6 km/s.[10:89] Due to the severity
of the impact, the window had to be replaced at a cost of more than $50,000.
Most recently, examination of insulation louvers recovered from the Solar
Maximum Mission Satellite (Solar MAX) has revealed extensive hypervelocity
impacts with meteoritic material, paint particles, solid rocket emissions, and
particles of unknown origin. Studies indicate that at least 70% of these
impacts were caused by manmade orbital debris.
2.2 Current Problem
Currently, the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) tracks over
7000 objects ranging in altitude from 100 km to 100,000 km. Of these objects,
only 5% are operational payloads, while the remainder constitute an orbiting
junkyard of inactive satellites, discarded equipment, and large fragments
from payload breakups. As of April 1, 1989, inactive payloads accounted for
21% of the trackable population, rocket bodies and launch debris, 31%, and
fragmentation debris 43%.[15:17] The various types of trackable objects can be
seen in Figure 3.
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Debris (13%)
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Debris (46.5%) Inactive
Payloads (20.5%)
Figure 3. Types of_le Objects [15:17]
Furthermore, the number of trackableobjectshas been increasing at a rate of
nearly 300 per year, despitean average internationallaunch rate of only 121
launches per year.[15:16] The fact that the trackable orbitalpopulation is
increasing faster than the average launch rate is attributed to launch
equipment and satellitexplosions. The trend of trackable objectsin space is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Growth Rate of Catalogued Objects [15:16]
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In addition to these trackable items, NORAD estimates that there are billions,
possibly even trillions, of pieces of microparticulate matter varying in size
from 1-100 microns.[26:3] This type of debris is created from various sources,
including solid-propellant rocket motors and spacecraft coating degradation
due to ultraviolet radiation and atomic oxygen.
At the current time, there are several satellite breakups for officially unknown
reasons that are suspected to be the result of collision with orbital debris.
Specifically, the failure of the U.S.S.R. Kosmos 954 in 1978 was attributed to
orbital debris by Soviet officials [4:24], and U.S.S.R. Kosmos 1275 may have been
completely destroyed by a collision with orbital debris [16]. Each of these
breakups resulted in the creation of at least 1000 objects that were
approximately 10 cm in size. Each of these secondary fragments is capable of
causing a catastrophic failure of another payload. Concern about the
overabundance of these objects has given rise to fears that orbital debris will
become self-generative. From these examples, it appears that debris has
already achieved that level in some lower earth orbits. Therefore, if the debris
problem is not addressed, it could soon become unmanageable and detrimental
to future payloads.
2.2.1 Location of Space Debris
In order to develop the most efficient measures for combatting the debris
problem, it is necessary to know the locations and densities of debris.
The greatest concentration of orbital debris is found in low earth orbit (LEO).
LEO is defined as a spherical shell, bounded by altitudes of 200 km and 4,000
kin. As of January 1988, 83% of the approximately 7,000 tracked objects resided
in orbits with an average altitude below 6,000 kin; however, the specific density
of debris varies with altitude and inclination.[11:17] The spatial density of
orbital debris, shown in Figure 5, is highest at inclinations of 32 ° , 66 ° , 74 °, 82 ° ,
91 °, and 100 ° due to numerous launches and due to several large scale
breakups in these regions.
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The distributions of large and small debris are generally the same for the
various inclinations; however, they do vary with altitude. The concentration of
large orbital debris, shown in Figure 6, is between altitudes of 175 km and 1000
kin; however, since objects below 400 km quickly enter due to atmospheric
drag, only altitudes above this are of concern. Once outside this range, the
density of debris drops dramatically. In contrast, the density of small debris,
shown in Figure 7, reaches a maximum around the 500 km orbits, and tends
to be more uniformly distributed according to altitude than the large debris.
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There has been concern expressed about the levels of orbital debris at the
geosynchronous orbits. Currently this concern is unjustified since the hazard
from orbital debris in these orbits is less than the hazards posed by natural
meteoroids passing through the orbit.[21:16] The generally accepted standard
is that any danger less than that posed by natural sources is insignificant and
should not be of concern.
2.2.2 Hazards of Space Debris
In the past I0 years, the risk of a collisionhas increased by four orders of
magnitude.[22:F4] The risksposed by orbitaldebris can be broken down into
two major categories. The firstcategory is the danger of collisionwith
primary debris. This type of debris includes inoperative satellites, spent rocket
motors, or microscopic particles directly from these primary objects. The
second category is the possibility of collision with secondary debris. Secondary
debris results from collisions between two primary objects. The problems from
secondary debris lead to the possibility of the cascade effect.[12:2637] This
phenomenon is characterized by the exponential growth of orbital debris
caused by uncontrolled collisions between debris.
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2.2.2.1 Primary Debris
The major risks that orbital debris poses to space p_rsonnel and active
payloads are dictated by the probability of collision or degradation. A collision
may result in the loss of property or life, generation of more debris, release of
contamination, or the failure of mechanical parts. Deterioration of
components of orbital operations and space activities will only increase as the
amount of orbital debris increases.
The physical danger from orbital debris varies with the size and velocity of
debris objects encountered. As illustrated in Table 1, possible damage can
range from the loss of subsystem capabilities to spacecraft obliteration.
Degradation of spacecraft capability may occur due to pitting or fracturing of
protective surfaces such as solar cell cover glasses or special thermal coatings.
In addition, the skin of a spacecraft could be penetrated, leading to damage or
destruction of subsystem components or even high-pressure fuel tanks and
propulsion systems.
Table L _,mm_,_y of Risks From Debris [I0]
Debris Size
(mass)
Nature of Threat Relative Probability
Submillimeter
(microgram)
Millimeter
(milligram)
Centimeter
(gram)
Decimeter
(kilogram)
Degrade Optics,
Solar Panels
Penetrate unshielded
satellite or space craft
Penetrate shielded
satellite or spacecraft
Fragment satellite
or spacecraft
Most Probable
Less Probable
than above
Less Probable
than above
Least Probable
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Aside from the risk of mechanical destruction,the possibilityof injury to
personnel is a seriousdanger. With velocitiesaveraging 10 kin/s,even small
debris particlescould seriouslyinjureor even killan astronaut. Hypervelocity
testsshow that a 0.5-ram paint chiptravelingat 10 km/s could easilypenetrate
a standard spacesuit and kill an astronaut engaged in extravehicular
activity.[23:187]Astronauts are not even sufficientlyprotectedin a vehicle.For
example, if a debris object 1 cm in diameter traveling 10 km/s struck a space
station, it could penetrate a pressurized crew module, decompress the module,
kill the crew, and could eventuallylead to the breakup ofthe station.
2.2.2.2 Secondary Debris
Perhaps the most serious consequence of collision with orbital debris is the
generation of secondary debris. This phenomenon known as the cascade or
Kessler Effect, was first hypothesized by Donald J. Kessler of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in 1978. Kessler, Project
Scientist for Orbital Debris at NASA, theorized that as the number of space
objects in earth orbit increases, the probability of collisions between them also
increases. Moreover, collisions between these primary objects could produce
new secondary fragments. When sufficient secondary debris has been
generated, the debris flux will increase exponentially with time even if no new
objects are placed into orbit.
Currently, experts predict that the levels of debris need only be two to three
times the current levels to cause exponential space debris growth.
Additionally, if the current trends continue, these levels of debris could be
reached in twenty to fifty years.[6:1] The end result would be the formation of a
debris belt around the earth that could seriously impair utilization of space.
2.2.3 Probability of Collision with Space Debris
Calculating the probability of a collision with orbital debris is important, not
only for safety considerations, but also for determining the economic and
political costs for future space activities. Establishing the likelihood that a
particular event will occur and the extent of the resulting damage, has not yet
been perfected; however, it does provide a good measure for mission planning
12
purposes. One of the primary reasons forthe uncertainty in predictionisthat
the spatialdensity of alldebrisisnot known due to NORAD's limited detection
capability as illustrated in Figure 8.
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Recent research strongly indicates that previous calculations of the probability
of collisions in LEO between orbital debris and active payloads were
conservative. Although there are currently 7100 trackable objects, the total
number of objects in LEO has been calculated to be between eight and eleven
times higher in order to compensate for the limitations on tracking
capability.[20:C1] Recent observations, such as those made from Solar MAX,
indicate that the debris population may be even higher.
The size of a payload is a principalfactor in determining its chance for a
collision.Therefore, the collisionrisk is lowest for the small communication
and unmanned satellites.Although collisionsbetween orbitaldebris and these
active satelliteswere not considered to be significantas late as 1984, debris
particlestravelingbetween 7-10 km/s are now believed to pose a significant
danger to such active satellites.The probabilityof a catastrophic collision
between a functioningsatelliteand orbitaldebris by 1995 in the most densely
populated regionofLEO (900-1000kin)iscurrentlyestimated to be 63%.[7:47]
For the larger space objects,the probability of collisionincreases. For
example, it is currently estimated that a space stationwith a cross-sectional
area of I square km orbitingat 500 km in an inclinationof 28.5",willbe hit by
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orbital debris at leastonce a year. Ifthe stationis placed at 1,000 kin, the
probabilityof impact increasesto 20 times per year.[1T:41]Since the extent of
damage will depend on where the orbitaldebris strikesand the size of the
impacting object,these numbers show that space station Freedom has a
significantchance of being impacted and seriouslydamaged by orbitaldebris.
The risk of collisiongrows exponentially with the growth rate of debris, as
shown in Figure 9. In 1982, NASA calculated that orbital debris was
increasing at about 13% per year.[8:47]At thisrate,itis estimated that the
orbitaldebris population would double in the next 10 years and would increase
the collisionhazard eight-foldin 20 years. In 1986 it was determined that if
past growth rates continued,collisionsbetween objectslarger than 4 cm could
be expected within a few years.
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Figure 9. Collisions Based on Estimated Debris Growth Rates [15:'7]
2.2.4 Mission Modificationsdue to Space Debris
Risks of collisionswith orbitaldebris is becoming a significantfactorwhen
designing spacecraft and spacesuits. The potential hazard to humans and
activepayloads has resultedin the alterationofoperationsand design.
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Space debris also forces modifications when planning the trajectory for
current and future spacecraft. Before a United States owned satellite is
launched, the orbit of every catalogued space object must be examined to
ensure the spacecraft will not pass near any orbital debris during its first few
hours in orbit. Although collision avoidance for payloads throughout their
active lives is impossible, satellite management programs will need to be
modified if the quantity of orbital debris increases as predicted. The United
States Space Command (USSPACECOM) and NASA are currently working
together to determine the feasibility of maneuvering the proposed space station
Freedom to avoid collisions. The possibility that a spacecraft will have to
consume fuel to avoid orbital debris increases the required propellant and, as a
result, increases the overall mission cost.
2,3 _ Detmds GrowthRate
In the past thirty years, the growth rate of catalogued objects has been
relativelyconstant, as shown in Figure 4. In order to establish a method of
managing this growth, it is essential to determine controlling variables.
According to Kessler [21:4.33],the growth rate ofthe debrispopulation depends
on various sources and sinks. This relationshipcan be modeled by a quadratic
equation, where
where
dN/dt ffiSources - Sinks
= A + BN + CN 2 [1]
N
A=
I
Bffi
I
C=
debris population (in arbitrary units)
most space operations
deployment + launch - retrieval - deorbits
processes related to number of objects
explosions - debris sweeper
interaction process(collisions).
According to thismodel, the growth rate,as shown in Figure 10,is stableuntil
the debris population reaches N2, at which time it becomes unbounded.
Therefore,itis essentialtoincreaseN2.
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Figure I0.Kessler's Model of the Debris Population Growth [21:4.34]
Since the quantity of space operations, A, determines the position of the growth
curve, A is the main determining factor in the values of N1 and N2. Hence the
removal of large objects at the end of their useful lives may determine whether
the debris population is controlled or self-generating. Although the number of
launches and retrievals is the main factor, the reduction of explosions and
small debris is also effective in determining N1 and N2, as well as it has a
significant affect on C which cannot controlled.
From this model, it is apparent how the activities in space can significantly
affect the debris population. This demonstrates the need for an effective and
progressive debris management program.
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8.0 _ S_L_C_ION
When choosing the preferablesystem, the overallcost is the deciding factor.
The overallcost of a system is determined by directand indirectcosts,where
the direct costs include the mission equipment, maintenance, and repair,
while the indirect costs include research, design, and environmental
degradation.
3.1 _Cosm
The direct costsof a space venture involve any technologicaldevelopments or
equipment required for success. The development costs include research,
design, and testing, while equipment costs are determined by the system
weight and size,the number and type of launch vehicle,and the expected
lifetime.
3.1.1 Technological Developments
The cost of developing new technology and proving its capabilitiesand
reliabilityoften far exceeds the actual equipment costs. Due to the exorbitant
costsoftechnologicaldevelopments, itisnot prudent to propose a design which
isbased on unavailable technology.
In order to foster public support, a launch date of 1996 has been selected with
the rationale of beginning clean up of the orbital environment before
construction begins on space station Freedom. Because of the targeted launch
date of 1996, it is important that the technology used for a solution be currently
available. In addition testing costs can be reduced by selecting technologies
that have been verified and flight proven.
3.1.2 System Weight and Size
Because of the difficultiesand limitations of launching and maintaining
massive space structures,the costof equipment increases greatly with slight
increases in weight and size. Therefore any reduction in either weight or size
is an important achievement. The costcan quickly be reduced by minimizing
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the weight because itcosts between $6000 and $10,000 per pound to place a
system in orbit. Hence, reducing the size of a system also reduces costs
because of the cost and difficultyof deployment of large systems and the fuel
required for stationkeeping to offsetthe atmospheric and solardrag on large
systems.
3.1.3 Launch Vehicle
Because of the various capabilities and costs of launch vehicles, the selection is
an important decision. Since the cost of launching is enormous, and the price
of a launch vehicle generally increases with its capacity, an efficient use of a
launch vehicle payload capacity is paramount. Specifically, a special focus
has been placed on use of the 450 decommissioned Minuteman II missiles.
These vehicles are to be decommissioned with the next few years; therefore
they may be a viable and inexpensive solution to the launch vehicle problem.
Finally, decreasing the total number of launches necessary for the system to
achieve a given level of debris reduction will further reduce the cost because of
the high cost of launch vehicles.
3.1.4 Lifetime
The direct cost for a system is easily appraised, but often it is sorely
underestimated. Included in the reasons for this are the tendency to ignore
the cost of replacement and repair of equipment. Maximizing the expected
lifetime of a system and its components significantly decrease the cost of
replacement and repair. Therefore it is essential to choose a system and
subsystems which are reliable and long lasting.
_2 Indirect Costa
The direct costs of a mission are the most visible, however they may not be the
highest. Often, the detrimental effects on the environment cannot be
measured with simple monetary figures. Although the monetary costs are
obvious concerns, the environmental costs of a system are becoming more
visible. These environmental costs include adverse effects on both the earth's
atmosphere and orbital environment. This means a system should not pollute,
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degrade, or endanger either setting. Specifics which must be accounted for
are the possibilities of damage to earth surface property, the danger to active
orbital operations, the contribution to orbital debris, the degradation of the
ozone layer, and the contamination of the atmosphere.
3.2.1 Property Damage
A main concern about the removal of debris is the potential hazards to
property. Damage may occur to either the earth's surface or to orbital
property, and it has the potential of being extremely expensive, or even fatal.
First, controlling entry of all large debris reduces the possibility of damage to
earth surface property or active operations. While on a deorbit trajectory, if
debris is not guided, it may hamper or even destroy active orbital operations.
In addition, if debris is very large, there exists the possibility that it will not
completely burn up during entry, and if the entry is not controlled, or
improperly controlled, there exists the possibility that the debris will cause
damage to property, rather than falling safely into an ocean.
For example, there are at least three incidents of earth based property damage.
The first occurred in 1969, when a Japanese ship was struck by falling debris
from a U.S.S.R. rocket, and five people were injured. Secondly, the U.S.S.R.
Kosmos 954 equipped with a nuclear power source landed in sparsely
populated areas in Canada in 1978. This incident caused great concern about
the environmental effect as well as direct damage to property or persons.[l:403]
Finally, the United States Skylab entered over Australia, and the largest piece
to land was over 1000 pounds. [6]
Aside from the hazards of randomly falling debris, there is the issue of
restitution for any damage. Because a country is responsible for damage from
active space operations and since the debris deorbit is intentional and active,
the supporting country will be held liable for all damage.
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3.2.2 OrbitalDebris
Another measure of a system's effecton the environment is the amount of
additional orbitaldebris it produces. Since the objectiveof a system is the
reduction of debris,ifa system contributes to the debris problem then it is
defeating the purpose. Consequently,itisimperative that a system isclean.
Generally, launch vehiclesemploy solidrocket boosters because they have a
much greater thrust over a short span of time than do liquid fuel engines.
However, solid rocket motors ejectlarge pieces of unburned fuel as well as
billionsof particlesof aluminum oxide creating clouds of debris that linger
and present substantialhazards to orbitaloperations.[2:80] Because these
solid motors increase the amount of particulate debris, the number of
launches should be minimized in order to maintain the effectivenessof a
system.
3.2.3 Ozone Depletion
The environmental impact of launching large numbers of solidrocket boosters
is a growing concern in the globalcommunity. The originalshuttle schedule,
which predicted approximately thirty launches per year, drew fire from
environmentalists and scientistsalike foritsrelianceon solidrocket boosters
during launch. Similarly,the use of the Minuteman II,one of the dirtiest
solidrocket boosters,willplace a debrismanagement plan under scrutiny.
Launch vehiclesgenerallyemploy solidrocket boosters because of theirlower
cost and greater thrust capability.For solidpropellents,the oxidizeris the
major portion ofthe composition,yet itisthisoxidizerthat isthe most harmful
to man and produces by-productsdetrimental to the ozone layer. This hazard
has drawn attention amid recent discoveriesof decliningglobal ozone levels.
In fact,Space News reported the findings by two Soviet scientiststhat
suggested a catastrophiclossof the entireozone if300 shuttle missions were
carriedout annually [5:8].They alsopredictedthat ifthe use of solidrockets
continues at the current rate,ozone levelswilldecreaseby 10% over the next 15
years. Even though the chloroflourocarbons, and other ozone depleting
substances, released each year by the United States electronicsindustry are
2O
far greater than those produced by reasonable launch activity,a debris
management program must minimize launches in order to avoid public
disdain.
3.2.4 Nuclear Contamination
Finally the possibilityof atmospheric contamination must be addressed. Since
nuclear satellitesmay be candidates for removal, the safety of vaporizing
nuclear matter over the globalatmosphere must be studied.
This impending danger from nuclear satellites,has been another major
concern of scientistsover the last several decades. Since 1961, the United
States has launched one nuclear reactor and 38 radioisotope thermoelectric
generators CRTGs) as power sources. Of these,the nuclear reactor and 10 of
the RTGs remain in earth orbit. Additionally,the U.S.S.R has 29 nuclear
reactors and over 1400 kg ofnuclear material (mostly spent cores)stillin orbit
[3:91]. NUS Corporation has estimated that 3 previous vaporizations of nuclear
payloads over popttlous areas will cause an added 6.72 cancer deaths over the
next 20 to 30 years.J4:153] However, these deaths could be all but eliminated by
properly deorbiting nuclear matter to remote areas of the earth.
Losses due to nuclear vaporization are minute compared to the estimated
900,000 to 1,400,000deaths in the same time period due to natural radiationand
nuclear testingfaUout.[7:156]However, the loss of any livesis unacceptable;
therefore,return of nuclear satellitesmust be performed in the safestmanner
possible. Therefore, it is imperative that all deorbited nuclear satellitesbe
guided by activeand reliablecontrols.
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4.0 DEBRIS REMOVAL CONCEPT
Since current levels of debris are such that the density will increase even if no
future space operations are conducted, it is necessary to implement a plan for
the removal of a significant amount of debris. This need calls for a
comprehensive removal plan which can reduce all types of debris. However,
because of the variations in types and sizes of debris, a single removal system
is not feasible. Therefore, two systems were considered as the solution to the
problem of debris removal. These systems are an active system and a passive
system, which remove debris greater than 20 centimeters in diameter and
between 0.1 millimeter and 20 centimeters in diameter, respectively.
4.1 Active Removal Systems
According to Donald J. Kessler, the most effective method of debris
management is the control of the large debris population. For this reason,
various systems for larger debris management have been carefully examined.
These systems target tracked debris and then actively dispose of it by various
processes. The size of debris removed by an active system will be determined
by the tracking capabilities and the expense of removal of each object. Current
tracking abilities, shown in Figure 8, limit the range of debris which can be
eliminated by active removal systems. Concurrently, the high cost of removal
does not suggest attempting to actively retrieve debris smaller than can be
tracked.
4.1.1 Active Removal System Proposed
After extensive analysis, the proposed active removal system is the
resuppliable roving system (RRS) consisting of multiple refueling modules and
a configuration of ten roving vehicles CRVs), each equipped with eight deorbit
devices. The primary purpose of each RV is to rendezvous with and capture
debris, while the purpose of the deorbit device is to remove debris from orbit.
Lastly, the refueling modules will be employed for refueling and resupplying
the roving vehicles.
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4.1.1.1 Roving Vehicle
The roving vehicle design, shown in Figure 11, is based on the Orbital
Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) designed by McDonnell Douglas [6:264] and
shown in Figure 12. The inherent capabilitiesof the OMV include,rendezvous
by teleoperated control,a replaceablepropulsion module for easy refueling,a
long-lifepower supply, and a high performance computer. Modifications were
made to enable the RV to despin debris,to carry deorbit devices,and to attach
these devices to debris. The robotic despin capabilities were adapted from the
Proximity Operations Vehicle (POV) designed by Grumman Aerospace
Corporation [6:421]. However, it is important to note that the RV does not have
the capability to capture a tumbling satellite.
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Figure 11-- Roving Vehicle - Front View
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Figure 12. Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle [16:26]
The various RV subsystems were selected according to the processes described
in Appendix A. The vehicle components and masses are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Roving Vehicle Subsyste__-mq nna Masses
Propulsion Module
8 Deorbit Devices
Robotics from POV
OMV Subsystems & Base
5383 kg
182kg/each
160kg
4085 kg
Total Mass 11084 k_
The RV's main subsystems are adapted from the OMV. These systems
include: data processing system (DPS); guidance, navigation, and control
(GNC); structures and mechanical; propulsion; and communication.
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OR;G!NAL PP:GE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
4.1.1.1.1 Data Processing System
The DPS consists of the flightsoftware and the general purpose computers.
The software forthe RV consistsof standard "off-the-shelf'lightsoftware that
will require no adaptations for the purpose of debris removal. The primary
purposes of the software will be to command flight control maneuvers,
maintain redundancy management, control communication, execute the
docking and rendezvous sequences, and to coordinate the effectiveuse of all
systems onboard the RV. The DPS willalso employ a Freon loop system to
reject the heat that will accumulate in the RV through the use of all the
onboard systems. All elements of the DPS willbe modular to allow for easy
replacement in the event ofa failure.
4.1.1.1.2 Guidance, Navigation, and Control
The GNC system, controlled by the DPS system, consists of a rate
determination system and a location determination system. The rate
determination system includes two rate gyros to provide continuous attitude
information, and an earth/sun sensor to provide updates or absolute attitude
information. The locationdetermination system consistsof accelerometers,a
global positioning satellite(GPS) receiver, and a tracking radar. The
accelerometers provide provide information to the DPS for location
determination while the GPS receiverwillbe used to update the statevectorof
the RV when necessary. The tracking radar is activefora range between 4.5
nautical miles to 35 feetfrom the target. ARer the targetobjectiswithin 100
feet,the ground based controllerswillbegin remote control and rendezvous
operations. All of the elements in the GNC system willbe modular to allow for
easy replacement in the case ofa failure.
4.1.1.1.3 Communication
The communication system is an integral part of both the DPS and the GNC
system. For the RV, the communication system consistsof S-band data links
with the tracking, data, and relay satellite(TDRS) with the capabilityto
perform data relay at variablerates. The RV willalsobe equipped with eight
onboard cameras: two redundant docking cameras on the face of the RV, two
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deployable cameras, and two redundant RMS cameras per wrist for proximity
operations. All of the major components will be modular and will allow for
easy replacement if failures occur.
4.1.1.1.4 Propulsion
The most significant subsystem on the RV is the propulsion system. The
propulsion system consists of two major components, the propulsion module
and the reaction control system (RCS). The RCS consists of 28 small hydrazine
thrusters with a thrust of 15 pounds each in addition to 24 nitrogen gas
thrusters with a thrust of 5 pounds each. The system is cooled through simple
radiation to the environment and no active cooling for the propulsion system is
required. The propulsion module consists of 4 variable thrust engines ranging
in thrust from 13-130 pounds. The fuel is monomethyl hydrazine, and the
oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide. The total mass of the usable propellant is 9,000
pounds. The propulsion module and the RCS thrusters are replaced when the
fuel supplies are exhausted, or the deorbit devices have all been distributed.
4.1.1.1.5 Structures and Mechanics
The final major subsystem of the RV is the structural and mechanical system.
The structural system consists of a bolted aluminum frame. Additional
structural support, necessary to support the propulsion module, is provided by
the trunnion and latch assemblies in the rear of the platform as shown in
Figure 11b.
The mechanical subsystem involves the telescoping stabilizer in conjunction
with the remote manipulator system (RMS) arms shown in Figure 11a.
During proximity operations the stabilizer and the RMS will be ground
controlled for approach and rendezvous. During refueling, the RV will use the
RMS to remove supplies or replacement parts from the refueling module and
attach the parts in the proper location on itself. All of the major mechanical
components will be modular and easily replaced if necessary.
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4.1.1.2 Deorbit Device
The deorbitdevice,shown in Figure 13,is the mechanism that willbe attached
to the orbitaldebris afterrendezvous. The deorbit device willthen force the
space debris into an orbitthat will enter the earth's atmosphere where the
orbitaldebris and the deorbitdevicewillburn-up during entry.
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Figure 13, Propulsive Dem-tdt Device
The propulsive deorbit device subsystems required for control and propulsion
were selected according to the procedures described in Appendix A and are
listed in Table 3. Additionally, the propulsive abilities of the device were
designed so that it can deorbit a satellite of at least 1000 kg, the average satellite
mass in the operational range of the removal system.[12:70] Therefore, the
deorbit device will generally be equipped with an engine similar to the one used
in the Apollo lunar module ascent stage. When supplied with approximately
100 kg of propellant, this 3,500 pound force engine can deorbit a 1100 kg object
from a 1000 km orbit to an elliptical orbit with a perigee of 100 kin, as detailed
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in Appendix B. In addition,the time ofthisburn was calculatedto be about I0
minutes, which iswell within the operationallimitsof most rocket engines. If
a piece of debris is significantlysmaller or larger than can be removed by the
designed deorbit device,the size of the tank, amount of propellant,and burn
time may be adjusted as necessary.
_ble 3. Deorbit Devloe _ and Masses
Inertial Measurement Units
Attitude Control
Reaction Control
Power (Pb-Acid Battery)
Computer
Structure
Propulsion (Lunar Ascent)
Fuel and Oxidizer Tanks
5kg
31kg
15kg
lkg
4kg
Skg
20kg
lOOkg
Total Mass 182 kg
As shown in Figure 13, the deorbit device is fueled by liquid monomethyl
hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide.The helium ullage pressure tanks are used
to maintain pressure in the empty part of the fuel and oxidizertanks as the
engine is firedand the fueland oxidizerare depleted.
The batteriesare used to power the electricvalves and the computer in the
deorbitdevice. While the deviceis attached to the RV, itwillbe supplied with
guidance information, electricalpower, and thermal relief through the
umbilicalsshowa in Figure 14. Deorbit device#2 isattached to the frontof the
roving vehicle while deorbit device #1 is attached to deorbit device #2.
However, beth devicesreceivesuppliesthrough the same umbilicalcord. Once
the device is attached to the targeted orbitaldebris, the umbilical will be
released and the computer willbegin independent operation of the guidance
package necessary to complete the mission. The thermal conditioningwillbe
performed through simple radiation to the environment; therefore, no
dedicated,autonomous system willbe required forheat rejection.
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4.1.I.3 Attachment Mechanism
As shown in Figure 13, the deorbit device will be attached to a piece of debris
using the attachment mechanisms located at the end of the device. There are 6
attachment mechanisms per deorbitdevice,and contact with any one willbe
able to provide a sufficientbond to ensure the devicewillremain attached to the
debris during the operation. The deorbit device will use the attachment
mechanism to permanently adhere to the pieceof orbitaldebris.
An enlarged view of the attachment mechanism is shown in Figure 15. This
mechanism consistsof four separate tanks and a mixing container. The first
tank contains helium that will be used to pressurize the other remaining
containers during the bonding process. The pressurizationtank is connected
to the other tanks through pipes controlledby electricallyactuated valves.
These valves willbe controlledduring the bonding process by the computer
onboard the deorbit device. The second tank is the adhesive tank containing
3O
FM-35, a commercially available adhesive produced by American Cyanimid
[3:352]. The third tank contains the catalystthat will be used to cure the
adhesive during contact. The recommended catalystis an azidosilanebecause
of the proven abilitiesof this substance as an adhesive promoter [8:9]. The
finaltank, the etching agent tank, contains the phosphoric acid that will be
used to clean the surface of the space debris and prepare it for the adhesive
process.
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Figure 16. Attachment Mechanism
The attachment mechanism willbe in a safe mode before contact between the
deorbit device and the orbitaldebris to ensure that no accidental release of
adhesive occurs. The adhesive process will begin once contact is made
between the end ofthe deorbitdeviceand the orbitaldebris. The injectionjets
and the mixing container willmove about the rotationplane shown in Figure
15 to provide a fiat surface for bending. First,the etching agent will be
dispensed to clean the surface of the orbital debris. Second, the adhesive and
the catalystwillbe injectedinto the mixing container and onto the prepared
surface. The curing process should take about 10-15 minutes [9:118]. During
this entire process,the pressurizationtank maintains a constant pressure in
the adhesive and catalysttanks to ensure proper mixing. Once the debris has
been permanently affixedto the deorbitdevice,the deorbit device and debris
willbe releasedfrom the roving vehicle.
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4.1.1.4 Refueling Module
The intent ofrefuelingmodules isto refueland to resupply RVs. The refueling
module, shown in Figure 16, will be launched directlyfrom earth and will
carry one propulsion module, eight deorbit devices, and any necessary
replacement system modules. Because the roving vehiclewillrendezvous with
the refuelingmodule, the refuelingmodule willnot need extensiverobotics.
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Figure 16a. Refueling Module - Top'View
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Figure 16b. Refueling Module - Side View
The subsystems required forthe refuelingmodule are listedin Table 4. These
components were selected according to the guidelines explained in
Appendix A.
Table 4. Refueling Module Components and Masses
Inertial Measurement Units
AttitudeControl
Reaction Control
Power (Pb-AcidBattery)
Computer
Structure
Communications
Propulsion (Lunar Ascent)
Fuel and Oxidizer Tanks
Propulsion Module
8 DeorbitDevices
5kg
31kg
15kg
10kg
4kg
_0kg
10kg
20kg
15okg
a%Skg
182 kg/each
Total Mass 7104 kg
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The refueling module will be launched from the surface of the earth, and once
in orbit, the roving vehicle will rendezvous with the refueling module. First,
the roving vehicle will remove the deorbit devices from the refueling module
and place them in the proper position on the front of itself. Second, the
refueling module will remove the expended propulsion module from the back
of the roving vehicle by grasping the grapple fixture with the grapple
mechanism and activating the release switch. Finally, the refueling module
will rotate and place the new propulsion module into the backside of the roving
vehicle. Once these steps are complete, the refueling module will move away
from the roving vehicle and will perform maneuvers necessary to place itself
with the expended propulsion module into an entry trajectory for burn up in
the earth's atmosphere.
4.1.1.5 Vehicle Distribution
The apportionment ofthe roving vehicleswas determined from the distribution
of larger debris among the various inclinationsand altitudes,as shown in
Figure 5. Due to the significantlylargerpercents of debris at inclinationsof
100°,82°,74 °,and 66° two roving vehicleswillbe distributedin each of these
inclinations,while only one roving vehicle willbe placed in each of the two
remaining inclinations,91 ° and 32 °. In order to service a wider range of
debris,each vehicleis designed to serviceinclinationswithin + 2° of itstarget
inclination. In the orbitswith two vehicles,the service inclinationswill be
separated by 4° in order to coveran even wider range ofinclinations.
The concentration of operations will be between altitudes of 400 km and 1000
km because of the concentration oflarge debris between the altitudes of 175 and
1000 and the minimal affect of atmospheric drag above an altitude of 400 kin.
In addition, the roving system is capable of servicing higher altitudes if the
need arises.
4.1.1.6 Mission Scenario
Each of the roving vehicles'missions willvary for each set of targeted debris.
However, each mission will involve five main steps: rendezvous, capture,
deorbit,departure,and resupply,as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Resuppliable Roving System Mission Scenario
The firststep of the mission is the rendezvous with the debris. The roving
vehicle will depart its refuelingorbitand follow a Hohmann transfer to the
orbitof the firstpiece of debristo be captured. The next steps encompass the
rendezvous with the debris,and its capture and despin. The RV, through
teleoperatedcontrol,willrendezvous with the debris,attach to the debris with
itsgrapple fixture,and, ifnecessary,the RV willthen despin the object. The
RV will then use itsroboticarms to attach a deorbit device directlyonto the
debris. Once the deorbitdevicehas been firmlyafrnxedto the targetdebris,the
deorbitdevice and debriswillbe released by the RV. Consequently, the deorbit
device willbegin the maneuvers necessary to place itselfand the debris on a
preplanned deorbit trajectory. Finally,the RV will proceed onto the next
targeted object.
Once the RV has deposited alleight of itsdeorbit devices on various pieces of
debris,itwill place itselfinto a refuelingorbit. Upon reaching the perigee of
this orbit,the refuelingmodule willrendezvous with the RV. The module will
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then begin procedures to furnish new deorbitdevices to the RV and to replace
the old propulsion module. Upon completion of these refueling and
resupplying procedures, the refueling module will detach and return itself
and the exhausted propulsion module to earth on a controlled trajectory.
Finally,the RV will continue on to another set of debris and will repeat the
process.
4.1.1.7Launch Vehicle
Before activeorbitaldebrisremoval can begin,itisnecessary to determine the
proper launch vehicle for the system. Several candidate launch vehicles with
their payload capacity to 500 km altitude are shown in Table 5. According to
this information, the Delta 3920 is the best suited vehicle to launch the 7,104 kg
refueling module. In addition, the Delta 6920 is best launch vehicle to carry
the 11,084 kg roving vehicle.
Table k Launch Vehicb Capabilities
Launch Vehicle Payload Capabilityto
Low Earth Orbit (kg)
Atlas Centaur 5,000
Delta 3920 9,100
Delta 6920 II_0
Titan 4 16,400
Space Shuttle 24,500
4.1.1.8 Sample Mission
A sample mission was designed to provide actual numbers and to introduce
several complidating factors to the mission design so as to validate the
proposed system and its potential capabilities.This mission involves the
removal of eight specifiedsatellitesthat are currently orbiting the earth.
Included in this mission are detailedAv and fuelmass analyses for each step
of the 8 part mission.
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The satellites,listedin Table 6,were selectedfrom the 1982 TRW Space Log [14]
according to several criteria.The most important requirement was that every
satellitehad to be in inclinationswithin the range of the system. Since plane
changes are costlyin fuel,the system is designed to servicewithin 2° of its
specific inclination. For this mission, a vehicle beginning from 97.5°
inclinationwas selected;therefore,alldebris was required to be within the
range of 95.5° to 99.5° inclinations. The next major criteriain selectinga
satellitewas the eccentricityand altitudesof itsorbit. In order to follow the
assumption of circularorbitsnecessary forthe proximity operations equations,
Cauchy-Wilshire (C-W), only satellitesin orbitswith eccentricitiesless than
0.1 were selected. In addition,each ofthe satelliteswere evaluated according
to altitude.The specifiedrange ofthe RRS is400 to 1000 kin,but satellitesalso
within 250 km of this range were chosen, as the RRS has the capabilityto
remove them.
Table 6. Satellites Selected for Removal in Sample Mission
Name
m
o
Tiros 10
Meteor 1-28
SESP 74-2
m
International
Designation
1965 21A
1965 38A
1972 76A
1965 51A
1967 96A
1977 57A
1976 65(]
1980 10A
Semi-major axis
(km)
862
1120
1130
1250
1190
987
894
635
Inclination(deg)
99.0
98.2
98.7
98.4
99.2
97.7
96.4
96.9
Once a suitable group of satelliteswas chosen for the sample mission, the
chronology of the mission was determined. Since even small plane changes
require large amounts of fuel,the satelliteswere ordered firstaccording to
inclinationwith only a secondary emphasis on altitude. The schedule chosen
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for the mission is listed in Table 7. For this schedule, the total inclination
change was 5.4 ° and the total change in altitudes was 1143 kin. These
variances are typical of the RRS missions. In addition, the total mission time
was estimated to be 45 days by adding the synchronization times between each
of the adjacent orbits, as shown in Table 7.
Table 7. 8aml_ 1VJhsion Chronology
Orbit
park
1
Int'lDesig.
1965 21A
96A
76A
38A
51A
57A
65C
10A
2 1967
3 1972
4 1965
5 1965
6 1977
7 1976
8 1980
Incl.
(deg)
97.5
99.0
992
98.7
98.2
98.4
97.7
96.4
96.9
Semi-maj.
axis (kin)
5OO
862
1190
1130
1120
1250
937
894
635
Synodic Per. w/
adjacent orbit
(days)
7.83
1.57
8.54
1.00
4.05
1.64
12.81
1.86
The next step involved choosing transfer orbits and proximity operations. In
order to minimize the fuel usage, Hohmann type transfers were assumed for
the large scale transfers between orbits. Proximity operations were employed
for rendezvous with the targeted satellite. To assist in the evaluation of these
operations, Cauchy-Wilshire (C-W) equations had to be employed. By using
these equations worst case fuel and time constraints for rendezvous were
determined. The Av and fuel required for each of the transfers and rendezvous
is shown in Table 8. The calculations performed for the sample mission are
included in Appendix C.
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Table 8. Sample Mission Av and Fuel Requirements
Transfer Orbit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
TOTAL
Inclination
change
1.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.7
1.3
0.5
5.4
v (m/s)
275.4
164.6
69.7
63.6
67.3
177.1
169.1
150.3
1137.1
Fuel Mass (kg)
1018.1
568.7
255.5
224.7
22L8
487.6
4292
358.2
3563.8
The total fuel used in this mission was 3564 kg, which is only 87% of the fuel
available; hence, the RRS is capable of performing as expected. Additionally,
assuming successive missions of the same approximate duration as this
mission allows each roving vehicle to complete up to seven missions annually,
which corresponds to removing 56 pieces of debris per year. By retrieving such
a large number of pieces of debris per year, the benefit would immediately be
apparent, and each roving vehicle can remove a significant amount of debris
can be removed within its estimated 10 year lifetime.
4.1.1.9 Cost
Several assumptions were made to accurately estimate the cost of the proposed
active removal system. First, the cost of the OMV was modified from
predictions originally made by Petro and Ashley. Their original predictions
were modified to reflect the 10 RVs operating over 10 years for the proposed
resuppliable roving system. Second, as described in the sample mission, it is
expected that each RV would remove 56 pieces of debris per year and would be
resupplied by 7 refueling modules during the year. Therefore, 5600 pieces of
orbital debris would be used during the 10 project life. Third, the cost of the
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refuelingmodule was estimated to be 1/10 that of the RV. Finally,the cost
estimates include research and development, and launch vehicles,but do not
include facilitiesforsupport operationsor the replacement of faultyparts.
Table 9. Cost ofProposed,a_ive Removal Sysmm
Mission Element
Roving Vehicle
Refueling Modules
Deorbit Devices
Total Cost Cost Per Piece I
ofDebris I
Overall Cost
4.1.2 Other Active Removal Systems Studied
In order to better understand the selectionprocess used in choosing the
resuppliableroving system, itis important to examine the alternativeactive
removal systems considered. These systems included a resuppliable orbital
base system, a directremoval system, and a laserbeam unit system.
4.1.2.1Resuppliable OrbitalBase System
One active system considered,a resuppliableorbitalbase system (ROBS), is a
modification of the resuppliableroving system previously described. ROBS
requires six orbiting refuelingbases in addition to the ten RVs with eight
deorbit devices each. The main purpose of each refueling base is to stere
propulsion modules and deorbitdevicesforthe RVs.
4.1.2.1.1Orbiting Refueling Base
The orbiting refueling base, shown in Figure 18, is designed to store excess
deorbit devices and propulsion modules; therefore, it mainly consists of
structure. However, the base does have the ability to perform all procedures
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necessary for the refueling and resupplying of the roving modules, which
includes replacing propulsion modules and attaching deorbit devices to the
RVs. This capability requires that the base have extensive robotics and
telecommunications abilities.Specifically,the base is designed to hold 4
propulsion modules and 36 deorbitdevices.
PROPULSION
MODULES
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DEORBIT
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Figure 18. Orbiting Refueling Base
4.1.2.1.2 Vehicle Distribution
The distributionof the roving vehicles will be the same as for the roving
system. Additionally, a refueling base will be placed at each of the six
inclinations,where RVs are placed,to eliminatethe need for substantialplane
changes. Since the RVs willconcentratetheiroperations between 400 km and
1000 kin,the base willbe placedin an ellipticalorbitin thisaltituderange.
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4.1.2.1.3 Mission Scenario
The mission scenario for ROBS, shown in Figure 19, is basically the same as
that described for the roving system. Unlike the roving system where each RV
is refueled and resupplied by an earth launched refueling module, the RV in
the orbiting base system is refueled and resupplied by the base in its
inclination. Rather than launching to each RV, a package of two propulsion
modules and eighteen deorbit devices would be launched to the base, where
they would be stored. Upon distribution of all eight deorbit devices, the RV will
rendezvous with the base where its propulsion module is replaced and eight
additional deorbit devices are attached. After the RV departs for another
mission, the base would attach a deorbit device to the exhausted propulsion
module, and it would be deorbited on a controlled trajectory.
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Figure 19. Resuppliable Orbiting Base System Mission Scenario
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4.1.2.1.4Advantages
Since the resuppliable orbiting base system is simply an alteration of the
roving system, the ROBS has the same basic advantages. The only difference
is the further reduction of launches required. By using a base for refueling
and excess supply storage,the launches have been cut in half,and therefore
the cost per mission is reduced.
4.1.2.1.5Disadvantages
As in the system advantages, the ROBS disadvantages are basically the same
as those for the RRS. There are, however, additional disadvantages due to the
addition of the base. These include a much higher initial investment due to
the cost of the six bases. Another disadvantage is the difficulty in upgrading
the refueling systems when onorbit refueling becomes available. In addition,
the replacement of damaged systems modules on the roving vehicle is more
difficult than for the RRS since the bases will be supplied less often. Therefore
additional modules would need to either be stored in orbit, or the RV would be
forced to wait until another fuel supply was launched to the base with the
replacement equipment.
Because of the enumerated advantages of the RRS over the ROBS, thissystem
was not selected.
4.1.2.2Direct Removal System
Another active removal system studied, the direct removal system involves
rendezvous, capture and deorbit of a single piece of debris. The process of
removal would be done by a earth launched single rendezvous and return
vehicle.
4.1.2.2.1Single Rendezvous and Return Vehicle
The single rendezvous and return vehicle (SRRV), shown in Figure 20, is
based on the POV proposed by Grumman Aerospace Corporation. The POV is
designed with the robotic and telecommunications capabilitiesneeded to
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rendezvous capture and despin space objects. However, due to POVs limited
fuel supplies, additional fuel has been incorporated in order to deorbit the
complete system. The design weight for the POV is 500 kg, and the necessary
extra fuel is estimated to be 80 kg.
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Figure 20. Single Rendezvous and Return Vehicle
4.1.2.2.2 Vehicle Distribution
The directremoval system has no actual distributionof vehicles. Since each
SRRV retrievesonly one piece of debris,itwillbe directlylaunched to an orbit
convenient forrendezvous with the targeteddebris.
4.1.2.2.3 Mission Scenario
The mission scenario, shown in Figure 21, for the SRRV will vary for each
vehicle and each piece of debris. However, each mission will involve four main
steps: launch, rendezvous, capture, and deorbit. For each mission, the SRRV
will be directly launched from earth to an orbit necessary for rendezvous with
the targeted debris. Next, the SRRV will rendezvous with the debris, capture
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it, and, if necessary, despin it. Finally, the SRRV will return to earth with the
debris on a controlled, preplanned trajectory. The amount of time and fuel for
the mission depends completely on the exact orbit of the debris and the launch
site.
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Figure 2L Single Rendezvous and Return Vehicle Mission Scenario
4.1.2.2.4Advantages
The DRS has a few distinctadvantages over the proposed system. These
advantages include a lower initialcostbecause of the high cost of launching
and maintaining permanent systems. In addition, the removal vehicle is
significantlylighterthan the resuppliableroving systems. Finally,the weight
of each SRRV is low enough that the Minuteman II Missile assisted by six
Castor motors can successfully launch a single SRRV to lower altitude orbits.
4.1.2.2.5 Disadvantages
The main disadvantage of the DRS is its inefficientuse of resources. By
completely destroying a removal vehiclewith the removal of a single piece of
debris,the totalamount ofequipment required would be extreme. Additionally
by requiring a separate launch for each piece of debris removed, the cost per
piece of debris is significantlyincreased.
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Due to the expected high costs of removal per piece of debris as well as the
inefficient use of materials, launch vehicles, and funds, the direct removal
system is not a reasonable solution.
4.1.2.3 Laser Beam System
The final active system investigated is the laser beam system. This system
consists of ten laser beam units which target and track debris and then remove
it by imparting a change in velocity using a low power laser beam.
4.1.2.3.1 Laser Beam Unit
The design of the laser beam unit (LBU), shown in Figure 22, is based on the
principles of using a laser beam to impart a change of velocity to an object
using photon pressure. The system is also designed to track targeted debris
once it is within 10 km, and then verify that the object is the target by its orbit,
size, or other distinguishable characteristics. The system is also equipped
with the propulsion systems necessary for minor orbit changes in order to
come within firing range of the targeted debris.
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Figure 22. Laser Beam Unit
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A Ruby laserwas chosen because ofitsrelativelyhigh efficiency,long life,and
moderate power outputs.[5:162]The power output isimportant when studying
the effectof the laseron the debris.All laserswillboth impart momentum and
vaporize some ofthe material. However, the design requirement to not create
additional debris makes it essential that the vaporization of material be
minimized. By reducing the output power of the laser,the damage to the
debris,and thereby the gaseous debrisfrom vaporizationare reduced.
4.1.2.3.2 Unit Distribution
The divisionof the laserbeam units willagain be based on the distributionof
the larger debris. However, since the LBUs are effectiveover a long range,
and, unlike the RVs and SRRVs, they need not rendezvous with debris,fewer
units are necessary in each inclination.Therefore only 6 units are necessary,
where one unit operatesin each ofthe sixinclinationsof 100°,91°,82°,740,66°,
and 32°.
4.1.2.3.3 Mission Scenario
Specificmission scenarios,similarto the one shown in Figure 23, _brthe LBUs
willvary according to the specificplacement of the targeted debris. Moreover,
the missions would be similarto those forthe RVs with the exception that an
estimated of 20 to 30 piecesof debriscouldbe removed without refueling.More
debris can be removed sincethe LBU does not have to achieve the same speed
as the targeted debris in order to impart a Av to it. The only requirement is
that the relativevelocityofthe debrisbe low enough that the debrisstayswithin
range long enough forthe LBU toimpart the necessary Av to it.
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Figure 2_ Laser Beam System Mimion Scenario
4.1.2.3.4 Advantages
Several ofthe advantages ofthe laserbeam system are the disadvantages ofthe
other activeremoval systems. These includethe abilityto dispose of tumbling
satellitesand to eliminatethe need forrendezvous with debris.
4.1.2.3.5 Disadvantages
Although advantages of the laser system are numerous, the disadvantages are
cause for great concern. The main disadvantage is the time required for an
average size of debris. The change in velocityby applying photon pressure
using a 1 KJ laserisrelatedto the mass ofthe debrisby
where
Av=3.335 x 104/m [17".F95]
Av = change in velocityper pulse and
m = mass of debris(kg).
Therefore, ifthe laser is operated at a rate of one pulse per second, the total
time requiredto impart a Av of30 m/s toa 1000 kg satelliteisapproximately 285
years. The other option of using a higher energy beam to impart a Av by
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vaporization is not a viable solution because it results in significant amounts of
microscopic debris which does not meet the requirements for the removal
system.
Because of the time required for deorbit of a single piece of debris, this system
is unrealistic for a viable removal system.
42 Passive Removal Systems Stm_ed
Disposal of the smaller debris will be performed by passive systems. These
systems were designed to sweep that part of the debris population that cannot
be managed with the active system. A passive system is intended to eliminate
debris ranging in size from 0.1 mm to about 10 cm in diameter. Because this
debris is undetectable by ground based radar, passive systems must remove
small debris through random occurrences. Therefore, each system must have
at least a 10 km range of effect to have an appreciative effect on the debris
environment within 10 years.[15:5.14]
ARer applying the selection criteria to the candidate passive systems, it was
determined that no effective and safe passive system was currently available.
However, further technological developments may make one of the studied
passive removal systems viable or may present new methods of passive
removal. The decision not to propose a passive removal system can be justified
by the relative unimportance of small debris with respect to the hazards posed
by large debris. Specifically, although the smaller debris constitutes the
largest percentage of the debris population, it is easier to protect against and
hence less hazardous. In addition, according to Kessler's debris growth model
previously described, removal of small debris is less effective in controlling the
debris environment than removal of large debris.
4.2.1 Umbrella Satellite System
The first passive system of debris removal which has been studied is a
umbrella satellite system. This system would consist of ten, 1 km diameter,
deployable umbrella satellites, that would remove small debris via random
collisions.
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4.2.1.1 Deployable Umbrella Satellite
The deployable umbrella satellite(DUS), shown in Figure 24, must be
constructed of a shielding material which will not leave secondary debris
when impacted by small debris.
CONTROLUNIT
]
_ IMPACT SURFACE
Figure 24. Deployable UmbreIla Satemte
These satelliteswere designed to be equipped only with the minimum
hardware necessary for station keeping and minimal communications.
However, at this time, no shieldingtechniques are available which leave no
secondary debris. Therefore, the specificmass of a DUS has not been
determined.
4.2.1.2 SatelliteDistribution
The placement ofthe satellitesisdetermined by the distributionofsmall debris
among the various altitudesand inclinations.The inclinationdistributionis
the same as for the large debris,but the small debris is more evenly spread
among the altitudesbetween 400 and 1000 kin. Two umbrella satelliteswould
be put in slightlyellipticalorbitsin each of the most clutteredinclinationsof
66°,74°,82°, 100°,and one unit would be placed in each of the two remaining
inclinations,32°, and 91°. The ellipticalorbitswould be designed so that they
overlap so that allaltitudesare covered. The orbitsmust alsobe designed such
that the satelliteswillnot collidewith any activeoperations.
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4.2.1.3 Mission Scenario
All debris removal by the umbrella satellitesis completely random. As shown
in Figure 25, debris which impacts a umbrella satellitewill imbed in the
satellite.Once ithas completed itsremoval ofsmall debris,the satelliteand all
of the imbeded debriswillreturn to earth on a controlledtrajectory.
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Figure 25. Umbrena Satellite System Mission Sc_m'io
4.2.1.4 Advantages
The only advantage of the DUS is that it requires a minimal amount of
subsystems. Since most of its lifewill be spent in a single orbit,the only
subsystems needed would be station keeping and attitude adjustment
equipment and a small comm,nlcation system.
4.2.1.5 Disadvantages
Unfortunately, the DUS has several major shortcomings. Since a large part of
the system will consist of an outer shell, a shielding material must be used
that can withstand hypervelocity impacts without producing any secondary
debris, and currently this type of a shield does not exist. Another major
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disadvantage of the umbrella satelliteisitsdeployed size. A structurewith a 1
km diameter, would be very heavy, expensive to launch, and difficultto
control.
4.2.2 Foam Ball System
The second passive system investigatedis a constellationof foam balls,which
also capture debris through random collisions.In order to have the necessary
effectiverange of ten kilometers,this system consistsof ten 1 km diameter
foam ballsat various altitudesand inclinations.
4.2.2.1 Foam Ball Satellite
The foam ballsatellite,shown in Figure 26, is designed to be constructedof a
lightweight durable material. This material must be able to withstand impact
from debris without leaving secondary debris. These satellitesare not
designed for any station keeping or communications abilities;therefore,the
weight and sizeof the vehicleiscompletely determined by the material chosen.
However, there is no material which currentlymeets the requirements, of no
secondary debris and lightweight.
:.....
Figure 26. Foam Ball Satellite
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4.2.2.2 SatelliteDistribution
Like the umbrella satellitesystem, the placement of the foam ball system is
determined by the distributionof small debrisamong the various altitudesand
inclinations.Additionallythe satellitesmust be positionedso that they willnot
collidewith active operations. Since the removal method of the foam ball
system is the same as that of the umbrella satellitesystem, the distributionof
satelliteswould be identical.
4.2.2.3 Mission Scenario
Similar to the umbrella satellite,the foam ballsatellitewillcapture debris by
random collision.Upon completion ofitsmission, or once the impact of debris
has repositionedthe satellitein an orbitconsidered hazardous to other active
operations, the foam ball satellitewould be retrieved by an active removal
system, as shown in Figure 27.
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27. Foam Ball System Mission Scenario
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4.2.2.4 Advantages
The advantage of the foam ballisitscomplete lack of subsystems. This system
is the simplest of the passive retrievalsystems because ithas no mechanical
systems. This lack of subsystems significantlyreduces the initialcostsas well
as maintenance costs.
4.2.2.5 Disadvantages
The foam ball system may be a very cost effective solution, but currently no
material has been shown to withstand high velocity without creating
secondary debris. Additionally, the lack of control on the satellite allows it to
stray from its initial orbit, and possibly place active operations in danger of
collision. The final disadvantage is the size of each satellite. Since a passive
system must have an effective range of 10 km per altitude, it is necessary to
make the foam balls very large, which would increase the likelihood of
collision with active payloads.
4.2.3 Smart Laser Beam System
The final passive system under consideration, the smart laser beam system, is
a modification of the active laser beam system previously described. Since the
laser beam units each are effective for a range of approximately 2 kin, this
system requires only five units to meet the range criteria. Each unit removes
debris by imparting Av to identified debris encroaching upon its 2 km sphere of
influence.
4.2.3.1 Smart Laser Beam Unit
The smart laser beam unit is simply a modified version of the active removal
laser unit, shown in Figure 22. The main differences are the sensor required
for tracking debris and the computer capabilities necessary to identi_ debris
that is not trackable from the earth. The smart LBU is designed with a
LADAR sensor with a range of 10 km and a Ruby laser with an approximate
range of 2 kin.
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Since the occurrence of debris within the range of the LBU is random, the
system does not activelypursue debris. However, the directed firingtoward
detected debris is a very systematic and structured action. Therefore, the
system does not remove debriscompletelyby chance, as do the other systems.
The basis of the laser system is to use directed energy to impart a Av on a
particle. The magnitude of the velocitychange varies with the size of the
object,the intensityof the laser,and the firingtime. The applicationof photon
pressure with only mlnlmR] the vaporizationof material isvery slow to impart
a Av as shown by equation 1; however, the use of higher power lasers to
vaporize the m_terial does not meet the design system requirement of no
additionaldebris.
The sensor chosen is a LADAR (laserdetectionand ranging) which uses the
photons of lightcollectedby itsaperture for detectionof objects. This sensor
has a range of 10 km fordetectingobjectsas small as one micron in diameter
[11:216]. In additionto itsdetectionabilities,the LADAR iscapable ofimaging
an objectwithin range.
The identificationof detected objectsas debrisis an important requirement of
the smart laser beam system. This necessity requires sophisticated data
processing capabilities,such as an artificialintelligencesystem for debris
recognition.
4.2.3.2 Unit Distribution
Like the other passive systems, the smart LBUs are positioned according to
debris distribution.However, fewer units are required than for the foam ball
system and umbrella satellitesystem because the range of operation is much
farther. Therefore, one smart laser beam unit will be placed in each of the
most clutteredinclinationsof 100°,82°,74°,66°,and 32°.
4.2.3.3 Mission Scenario
The disposal of debris by the smart LBU is not completely random like the
other passive systems. As shown in Figure 23, the smart laser willfireupon
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detected and identifieddebris. The Av imparted on the objectwilleventually
cause the debris to enter the atmosphere.
4.2.3.4 Advantages
One primary advantage of the smart laser beam unit is its relativelysmall
size. Specifically,this low mass makes the use of Minuteman II Missiles
possible,which may significantlyreduces the expense of the launch vehicle.
In addition,due to the smart LBLPs sensing and identificationcapabilities,the
smart LBUs may be placed in orbitswhere activeoperations pass within the
range of the LBU, provided they are not in danger of collision. Another
advantage is the unit'slarger range of operation than the foam ball and the
umbrella satellite.Because of thisrange, fewer satellitesare needed to have
an equivalenteffecton the orbitalenvironment.
4.2.3.5 Disadvantages
The main disadvantage of the smart laser beam system is the firing time
required to deorbit debris. A 1 cm sphere of aluminum at 0.027 grams
requires over 4 rain for a 30 m/s Av. Additionally, even the low energy photon
pressure will vaporize some of the material and hence will contribute to the
microparticulate debris population. This vaporization basically renders the
system ineffective by changing each piece of debris into a more destructive
cloud of debris.
4.2.4 Charge Repulsion System
The charge repulsion system is based on the observations that objects in space
develop a negative electrical charge due to solar activity and emissions. Space-
borne radiations, such" as photons, electrons, protons, ions, cosmic rays, and
x-rays,[28:2] result in charges up to 10-20 keV in the dark and up to hundreds
of volts in the sun to develop on space objects.J13;4] The charge repulsor
system consists of a constellation of ten repulsor satellites each of which
creates a I km electric field resulting in the required total effective range of ten
kilometers.
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4.2.4.1 l_epulsor Satellites
The repulsor satellite(RS),shown in Figure 28, is designed to createa positive
electricfieldapproximately one kilometer in diameter, where the fieldrepels
negatively charged debris. The change in momentum imparted on a piece of
debris is dependent on the mass of the debris,on the angle of incidence at
encounter, and on the magnitude of the charge of the debris and of the field.
The generated electricfield is normal to the surface of the generator;
therefore,a change in velocitywill be in the relativedirection of approach.
Since this directionis random, the exact momentum exchange is difficult o
estimate.
Figure 2_ ltepulsor SateUlte
The main components of the repulsor satellite are the field generator and the
power source. Because of the uniformity of the field created and the low power
requirements, a Van de Graaff generator was chosen as the field generator.
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4.2.4.2 Satellite Distribution
Like the first two passive systems described, the placement of the charge
repulsor system is determined by the distribution of small debris among the
various altitudes and inclinations. Each satellite is designed to have an
effective range of 1 km. Therefore, only ten satellites are required. Two
repulsor satelliteswillbe put in each of the most clutteredinclinationsof 66°,
74°, 82 °, and 100 °,and one unit will be placed in each of the two remaining
inclinations,32° and 91°.
4.2.4.3 Mission Scenario
The removal of debris by the repulsorsatelliteis through random repulsionof
debris. As shown in Figure 29, thisforcewillslow the debrisand hence cause
itseventual entry intothe atmosphere.
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Figure 29. Charge Repulsion System Mission Scenario
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4.2.4.4 Advantages
The charge repulsor system has several advantages over the other studied
passive systems of removal. One main advantage is the availabilityof the
technology to create such a field. A uniform and reliableelectricfield of
moderate strength can easily be produced without significant power
requirements. Additionally,the repulsorwould never be in directcontactwith
debris,and hence would not to produce fragment debris likethe umbrella and
foam ball satellites or vaporization debris like the laser system.
4.2.4.5 Disadvantages
The restrictingdisadvantage of the charge repulsor system is its limited
effectiveness.Although a negative charge willdevelop on space objects,only
dielectricswill retain the charge once the imposing force is reduced or
removed.[2:4] All conducting materials, such as aluminum, will dissipate
any obtained charge very rapidly.[2:4] Therefore,the repulsor system would
only be effectiveon the dielectricmaterials, and hence would not affecta
significantportion of the orbitaldebris population. Furthermore, because of
the adverse effectson computer systems, spacecraft are being designed with
fewer dielectricsin order to reduce charges. Therefore,the percent population
of debris affectedby a charge repulsorsystem willcontinue to diminish.
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5.0 DEBRIS PREVENTION CONCEFI_
Although the proposed removal program will have a profound effect on the
reduction of present levels of orbital debris, more work needs to be done to
ensure that future debris levels can be controlled. A coordinated effort on an
international level will be necessary to encourage the use of uniform design
standards that will curtail the growth of additional debris. Despite the
increased mission costs associated with these changes, modification of
mission hardware and space practices to prevent orbital debris is far more
economical than the addition of an entire mission to recover debris from a
previous mission. Even employing methods to reduce production of small
debris is far less expensive than shielding against such debris or dealing with
any damage resulting from such debris.
5.1 Prevention Techniques
If the growth of orbitaldebris is to be restricted,future hardware design for
launching and space operations must implement one or a combination of
prevention techniques. Some of these techniques are improved shielding,the
addition ofdeorbitdevices,and modificationsofexistingsystems.
5.1.1 Improved Shielding
Although meteorite shielding is already incorporated into current payload
design, more stringent requirements are needed for improved shielding
against debris impacts. Moreover, the shield must eliminate creation of
secondary debris caused by such impacts. Aluminum louvers returned from
the Solar Maximum Satelliteprovideevidence ofthe need for a reliableimpact
bumper system. Figure 30 depicts the penetration of a 0.14 mm thick outer
louver by a piece of orbitaldebris. Hypervelocity testsindicate that the 0.52
ram-diameter hole was most likelythe resultof a collisionwith a 0.114 ram-
diameter particletravelingat 10 km/s.[7:41]In Figure 31, the spray pattern on
a second Solar Max louver consistsof multiplecratersdue to secondary debris.
This particularlouver was located3 mm behind the plate in Figure 30 and was
in direct contact with the material that passed through. A multi-wall
6O
structure, such as the dual louver bumper, can be very effectivein absorbing
debris impacts without endangering spacecraft operations and further
degrading the space environment with the generation of secondary debris.
Figure 30. Damage to a Front Louver of Solar MAX [10]
l
Figure 31. Spray Pattern on a Back Louver of Solar MAX [5"89]
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OF POOR QUALITY
Recent breakthroughs in shielding concepts have resulted in multi-layer
bumper systems that can effectively withstand impacts from larger objects
than previous shields and significantly reduce secondary ejecta. Burton G.
Cour-Palais has conducted extensive hypervelocity research and has designed
a multi-layer bumper shield, shown in Figure 32, that can withstand large
debris impacts and considerably minimize secondary debris.[3] Other
research includes the corrugated single or multi-layer bumper shield depicted
in Figure 33. This shield was proposed and designed by Dr. Bill Schonberg
from the University of Alabama-Huntsville specifica]]y for the minimization of
secondary debris.[9] ,,.
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Figure 32. Mulit-luyer Bumper Shield [3:10]
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Figure 33. Corrugated Bumper Shield [10:.12.26]
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Even though these concepts produce some secondary material, the resulting
amount of debrisaftercollisionisgreatlyminimized. Therefore,incorporation
of these bumper systems into future spacecraft designs would significantly
reduce the creationof smaller debrisparticles.
5.1.20nboard Deorbit Devices
The most important means of preventing further contamination of the space
environment is by deorbitinga payload, itslaunch vehicle,and other mission
relatedhardware upon completion of theiruseful life.Deorbit procedures can
be achieved in a variety of ways that include the use of propulsive devices
and/or the relianceon natural phenomena.
5.1.2.1 Drag Deorbit Balloon
The foremost natural phenomenon that affectsorbitaldecay of payloads is
atmospheric drag. Below altitudes of 500 kin, the density of the earth's
atmosphere provides a significantretarding force to earth satellites.Even
though the effectsof atmospheric drag are enhanced or diminished depending
upon mass and cross-sectionalarea, virtuallyallobjectsbelow 500 km enter
the earth's atmosphere within a few years. The Long Duration Exposure
Facility(LDEF), forexample, decayed from an initial400 km altitudeto 300 km
in 6 years and was in danger of entering the earth'satmosphere when it was
retrieved by Space Shuttle Atlantis. Once above 500 kin, the effectsof
atmospheric drag are considerably reduced. For example, a satellitein a
circular orbit of 1,000 km is expected to remain in orbit for 1,000 years or
more.J7:176] However, ifthe area of a spent satelliteor rocket body could be
increased,itwould deorbitat an acceleratedrate. This increasein area is the
principle behind the drag balloon. This proposed deorbit device would be
included as part of a mission payload and would be inflatedonce the working
payload reached the end of itsusefullife,as shown in Figure 34. The balloon
can also be used on rocket casings and other mission equipment that have
shorter operationallifes.
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Figure 34. Space Del_Ls Prevention Using Drag Deorbit Balloon
Because this concept relies on the earth's atmosphere, it has several
disadvantages. Unlike an active deorbit, the orbital decay caused by the drag
balloon is fairly slow as illustrated in Figure 35. Perhaps the biggest
disadvantage of the balloon, is its ineffectiveness at high altitudes. As altitude
increases past 500 kin, atmospheric drag effects decrease dramatically. As a
result, the balloon's surface area must increase in order to have the same
effectiveness at the higher altitude. Accordingly, the balloon is only practical
for altitudes up to 500 kin, and is ineffective above altitudes of 750 km.[7:lS0]
The variation of balloon size and mass as a function of altitude appear in
Figures 36 and 37, respectively.
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5.1.2.2 Deorbit Engine
For payloads that are deployed above 500 kin,small deorbitengines can be used
to deorbitthe payload upon completion of itsusefullife.For proper operation,
the device would remain safely inert for the entire operational lifeof the
spacecraftand then be used fordeorbitupon conclusionof activeoperations,as
shown in Figure 38. Such a system, depicted in Figure 13, would naturally
increase the payload weight, but like the drag balloon,it is stillmuch less
expensive than activeretrieval.
END OF OPERATION
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Figure :38. Space Debris Prevention Using Deorbit Engine
Although the deorbitengine poses a weight penalty for an individualmission,
itisthe most versatileofthe deorbitdevices.Itnot only allows forquick deorbit
maneuvers, but itisalsoeffectiveat any altitude.Unlike the drag balloon,its
mass isrelativelyconstant despiteincreasingaltitudeas shown in Figure 39.
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5.1.2.3 Additional Station Keeping Fuel
Perhaps one of the more practical methods of deorbiting useless payloads is to
add a small percentage of fuel to the station keeping motors. Normally, station
keeping motors are used periodically to reboost satellites to higher altitudes or
to make minor orbital adjustments. However, adding more fuel would enable
the station keeping motors to act as deorbit engines once the useful life of the
satellite has ended. The mass penalty caused by additional fuel is shown in
Figure 40. Other than this weight penalty, the addition of fuel requires no
additional engines or other deorbit devices and is therefore, relatively cost
efficient. ,s -
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Figure 40. Mass Penalty for Additional Fuel [10".5.9]
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5.1.3 Design Alterations
Much of the man-made debris currentlyin orbitis due to satellitebreakups,
upper stage explosions,and debonding of syntheticmaterials. Because the use
of an activeor passive method of debris disposalisextremely costly,itwillbe
much more practical and cost effectiveif steps are taken to prevent the
deteriorationof payloads. Specifically,these preventive steps would consistof
redesigning or modifying current mission hardware.
5.1.3.1Rocket Redesign
As the communications industry continues to thrive, more and more high
altitudesatellitesare being launched every year. Not only do the spent rocket
casings clutter the space environment, but they are subject to a high
probabilityof failure.One such rocket,an Ariane thirdstage,exploded in 1986
and irdectedover 200 trackableobjectsand countless undetectable items into
orbitsranging from 450 to 1450 kin. Redesign of problematic rocket stages
could prevent catastrophic failures,as well as, minimize the severity of
breakup and the number of explosion fragments. The main design change
necessary is to arrange forthe depletionof allpressurizedpropellants.
5.1.3.2 Separation Mechanism Redesign
Perhaps one ofthe most difficultdesign problems of the multistage rocket isto
produce a clean stage separation. Most of the current launch vehicles are
referred to as 'dirty'rockets because they make use of explosive stage
connecting bolts to separate rocket stages. This procedure resultsin a debris
cloud that, if at orbital speeds and altitudes,adds to the orbital debris
environment. Therefore, payload separation mechanisms need to be
redesigned so that shrapnel iseithercontained or prevented altogether.
5.1.3.3ASAT Altitude Limitations
Another major contributerto the orbitaldebris population has been the series
ofASAT teststhat have been conducted sincethe late 1960s. The Sovietsalone
have produced over 550 trackableitems sincethey exploded theirfirstsatellite
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in 1968.[7:122] The best method of stopping ASAT tests would be to put an
international ban on them; however, this is not likely. Instead, intentional
explosions should be required to take place at low altitudes to allow fragments
to enter in a short period of time.
5.1.3.4 Development of Durable Bonding Agents
Another pending problem concerning satellite deterioration is the degradation
of bonding agents. Bonding agents are commonly used in paints and
protective coatings on most payloads. When exposed to atomic oxygen and the
harsh thermal effects in space, these bonding agents breakdown, causing
paint and coatings to fleck. These small bits of debris become microparticulate
projectiles that are capable of causing extensive damage to spacecraft.
Therefore, to prevent an increase in these hypervelocity objects, alternative
bonding agents need to be developed so that the hazards of the space
environment can be safely endured.
5.1.3.5 Battery Redesign
A much less publicized cause of debris is explosions of batteries due to dead
shorts. These explosions can be prevented by simply adding minimal
electricalprotectioncircuits to allbatteries.
5.2 Prevention Treaties
Currently, States are not liablefordamage caused by orbitaldebris;therefore,
there existsno incentive to avoid generating it. In order to ensure that the
orbital environment is protected, two issues, liabilityfor damage by and
required removal of debris, need to be addressed. Since currently no
internationalagreements or laws callforthe control,reduction,or elimination
of orbitaldebris,treatiesmust be created or altered in order to encourage the
cooperationof allcountriesin the protectionof the orbitalenvironment.
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5.2.1 LiabilityTreaty
Compensation for damage caused by debris in outer space will never be an
adequate substitute for preventing the generation of orbital debris. However,
some legal mechanism is necessary so that States and private owners can
recover losses that occur as a direct result of orbital debris. In space law, this
function falls under the jurisdiction of the Convention on International
Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (Liability Convention).[1] The
Liability Convention is a United Nations (UN) sponsored treaty-resolution that
was entered into force on October 9, 1973. Under the Liability Convention,
States are absolutely liable for damage caused by their space objects to the
surface of the earth or to aircraftin flight.
Two significant facts concerning the Liability Convention should be noted.
First, negotiations for the Liability Convention were triggered by concerns over
the possible harm to persons and property on earth from atmospheric entry of
space objects. From the United States perspective, for example, the
fundamental purpose of the negotiations was to provide compensation for
damage resulting from these hazards. Second, in order to ensure the drafting
of a treaty that was satisfactory to all parties, negotiators in the United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNCOPUOS) specifically did
not address several questions thought to be "relatively exotic" at the
time.[8:129] One such question was the risks posed by orbital debris. As a
result, the Liability Convention does not adequately address the issue of
damage to persons or property in outer space.
The limitations of the Liability Convention lie in its ambiguous definition of
"damage" and "space object". Article I of the Convention states :
The term "damage" means loss of life, personal injury or other impairment of
health; or loss of or damage to property of States or of persons, natural or
juridical or property of intergovernmental organizations.
While damage to persons or property is included in this provision, damage to
the outer space environment is not. Since no compensation is available for
environmental damage, launching states cannot be held liable for the mere
7O
presence of debris in outer space. Therefore, launching states have no legal
incentiveto avoid the generationoforbitaldebris.
Article I also states,"The term 'space object'includes component parts of a
space object as well as its launch vehicle and parts thereof."[1] This
description, however, is not specific enough to include orbital debris.
Although it does include operationaldebris,this definitionexcludes inactive
satellites,fragmentation debris,microparticulatematter, and litter.
Since the LiabilityConvention does not adequately include damage caused by
orbital debris or compensation recourse for damage caused in space, an
amendment to the LiabilityConvention isproposed to include damage to space
operations from any identifiableorbitaldebris,where orbitaldebris shall be
defined as: "Any objectin outer space deemed to be valueless,as evidenced by
an absence of operational control,and includes inactive payloads, mission-
related equipment, payload remnants, and microparticulate matter." In
addition, identificationsshall be determined by catalogued tracking or by
distinguishing characteristicssuch as mission names, country insignias,or
any other unique features.
5.2.2 Removal Treaty
Existing international agreements on space exploration do not address the
issue of orbitaldebris removal. It is proposed that negotiationsbegin on a
United Nations sponsored agreement requiring the timely removal of all
payloads and relatedmission hardware at the completion of theiruseful lives.
According to the Registration Convention of 1976, all spacecraft must be
registered with the UN previous to launch.J2] In order to determine the
maximum time before required removal, a projected useful life for the
spacecraft and any related equipment would be required at the time of
registration,and the launching State would be required to remove each
separate objectwithin two years ofitsestimated life.
Ifthe launching State failsto remove theirequipment from orbitafterthe two
year time period,itisproposed that a policingagency be establishedwithin the
UNCOPUOS to considerdisciplinaryand enforcement actions. The launching
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country would be given an opportunity to appeal the deorbit of a payload. If the
country can show the value and use of allowing the payload to remain in orbit,
the agency would be empowered to extend the payload lifetime for a specified
length of time. In the event of no appeal or insufficient evidence of usefulness
or activity, the agency could contract an independent source for the disposal of
the payload and related hardware in question. Resulting costs and expenses
would then be billed to the launching State.
In the event that the launching State refuses to pay for removal costs, the
policing agency could consider other disciplinary options. Specifically, it
could direct UNCOPUOS to refuse allocation of GEO slots to that State, refuse
registration of future launches, or request the restriction of technology
transfers to that State's space agency, thereby isolating it from the
international space community.
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6.0 MANAGEMENT REPORT
The management structure of STRES, Inc. is summarized in Figure 41.
Tasks are assigned as follows. The projectmanager has finalresponsibility
for alladministrative and budgetary matters. She is responsibleforassigning
tasks and ensuring that the organizationisoperating in the most efficientand
coordinated manner. The technical manager is accountable for integrating
and compiling all technical and policy information, and acts as a liaison
between the individualteam leaders and the projectmanager. The individual
team leaders are charged with the coordinating and timely reporting of all
tasks assigned to the team.
6.1 Project _
The project schedule is shown in Figure 42. Several completion dates were
postponed for various reasons which included the attendance of 'A Short
Course Dealing with the Growing Challenge of Orbital Debris' presented by
Southwest Research Institute and difficulty obtaining information on some of
the advanced technologies being studied.
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Table I0 shows the initial projected manpower and materials costs.
Comparing these figureswith the totalexpenses shown in Table 11 indicates
the projectwas not completed within the expected budget. The number of man
hours required to complete the project was grossly underestimated which
resulted in the cost overrun. However, since the contract was awarded on a
costplus basis,the overrun willnot pose a problem.
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Apl_ndix _ Meth_ Used to Select Sp_ez_ Su_
The same basic process was used to determine the proper subsystems
required for each space debris removal system. Some of the determining
factors of a system are size, weight, expected lifetime, current technology,
and safety. Size and weight are usually the driving factor for any design.
The subsystem must be as light weight and small as possible, but still able
to perform the required mission. Another important deciding factor in the
selection of a subsystem is its lifetime. Not only does this affect the overall
cost of the system but also the effectiveness of the system. A third
contributor to the cost of a subsystem is the level of available technology.
The initial costs of developing new technology are extremely high, and the
time required is prohibitive. The last controlling factor is safety. The
potential hazards and risks of a subsystem must be weighed against its
benefits before assessing its actual operational costs.
For the purposes of this project,it was decided that there would be six
major subsystems that would requirefurther study. These systems include
power, propulsion, data processing,thermal, communication, and launch
vehicle.
A.I Power Systems
There are several power generation systems that were considered for each
space debris removal system. Several of these systems were eliminated
because they were unrealistic for the required needs of the removal system.
For example, it was determined that solar dynamic power would be not
before the removal systems would need to be operational. Nuclear systems
have a long life, but the re-entry of an active nuclear system has adverse
effects on the earth's atmosphere. Solar photovoltaic systems are
considered safe and have a long life, but they are subject to degradation due
to atomic oxygen, are extremely large, and due to the size are more likely to
be damaged by small orbital debris than other power systems. Batteries are
fairly inexpensive, but they are comparatively heavy and have a limited
lifetime.
From all of the requirements stated in the selection criteria,it was
determined that normal lead-acidbatterieswould be sufficientfor the short
missions anticipatedfor the deorbit devices. It was also determined that
normal solar photovoltaic power would be sufficient all of the other removal
systems under consideration. Batteries would also be need for the solar
photovoltaic systems in order to produce power when the satellite is in the
shade.
A.2 Propulsion Systems
The two viable power systems are solid motors and liquid engines, because
electric and photon propulsive subsystems are still under development;
hence, the technology may not be available before the expected launch date,
and subsystem reliability may be unproven.
The solidmotors are both heavy and dirty. According to Donald J. Kessler,
solidmotors have significantlydamaged the orbitalenvironment and are
responsiblefor a large portion of penetrationsfrom orbitaldebris. Another
consideration is the current inabilityof all solidmotors to restart. This
inadequacy is important ifthe system will not remain in a single altitude
forthe duration ofitslife.
Liquid engines are much cleaner than the solid motors. Another
significanceis the abilityof most engines to restart. Not only does this
allow a system to change altitudes,but it will also be practicaland cost
efficientfor the eventual deorbitor disposalof the system upon completion
ofitsuseful lifetime.
For these reasons,itwas apparent that the best propulsion systems forthe
debris removal system would be the liquidpropellant system. Specifically,
the hypergolic propellants monomethylhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide
were chosen because these propellants have a long history of successful
use.
A.3 Data Processing System
2
A spacecraft computer system has two major functions. First, the
computer coordinates communications between the spacecraft and the
ground. The communications may be telemetry or scientific data gathered
by the spacecraft. By giving instructions to the guidance and propulsion
systems the computer makes sure that the course and attitude of the
spacecraft are correct. Second, the computer coordinates the activities of
the various subsystems.
Using various resources, it was determined that the data processing
system needed by the relatively unintelligent systems such as the umbrella
satellite and the doorbit devices would be on the order of 5 kg. However, the
masses of the data processing system needed by the highly advanced laser
beam unit and repulsor satellite are closer to 25 kg.
A.4 Thermal Control
One unfortunate by-product of every data processing system is the
generation of heat. In order to insure the reliability of the data processing
system, a thermal control system must be employed to protect the sensitive
computers from the excess heat. Therefore, where necessary, the removal
system incorporates standard radiators to eliminate heat. This system
works by passing a liquid with a high heat capacity, such as Freon,
through lines that surround the heat generating devices. This process
increases the temperature of the Freon and disapates the heat generated by
the avionics. Theses loops then flow into a radiator that disposes the excess
heat into space. As a result the Freon is cooled and is returned to the heat
generating devices for additional cooling. These types of systems are both
highly effective and well proven.
A.5 Communications
Several of the debris removal systems investigated required teleoperation
and highly advanced tracking. For the roving vehicle and the single
rendezvous return vehicle, the weights of the tracking and
communications systems were already included in the baseline designs for
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the orbitalmaneuvering vehicle and the proximity operations vehicle on
which these space debris removal systems were based.
In additionitwas determined that the capabilityto transmit to the tracking
and data relay satellite(TDRS) should be provided for each system that
required teleoperations.The TDRS system is already proven and in place,
therefore,no additional development cost will be incurred through this
selection. It should also be noted that complete orbital coverage is not
provided by the TDRS system. As a result,operations will have to be
interrupted or automated during the where thereis no TDRS coverage.
For the resupply base system, the mass of the communications system was
estimated to be around 60 kg. This value was chosen because itrepresented
a mid-range value forthe estimated required mission.
A.6 Launch Vehicle
The main concerns when selecting a launch vehicle is its capabilities and
effect on the environment. A launch vehicle must be able to place the
system selected into the necessary orbit., but a launch system cannot have a
catastrophic effect on the earth and orbital environments. Included in this
concern is the detrimental effect on the ozone layer and the contribution to
the current orbital debris levels.
The Minuteman II was the firstlaunch vehicleconsidered because itwill
soon be decommissioned and willprobably be attained cheaper than other
launch vehicles. Delta-V calculationsfor the Minuteman II show that it
can only lift600 kg, which is well below the mass of any systems under
consideration,into a 500 km orbit. Ifthe Minuteman IIis augmented with
6 Castor Rockets, the payload will increase to 950 kg, which will carry a few
of the subsystem into orbit. In addition to the small payload capacities, the
Minuteman II emits chloroflourocarbons during launch. A report by Rand
Corporation estimated U.S. consumption of chloroflourocarbons (CFCs)
and other harmful ozone substances at over 113,000 metric tons per year. If
the Minuteman II configuration is used, approximately 6,800 metric tons of
ammonium perchlorate would be released annually, provided that a
4
schedule of 40 launches per year could be attained. Therefore,the addition
of ozone harming elements from a space debris removal system produces
would be minimal. In the case of a Minuteman II and a six castor rocket
arrangement, 70% of the solid fuel consists of ammonium perchlorate.
This chemical is extremely dangerous to humans, and itsby-products are
destroyers of ozone. This and other substances have drawn attention amid
recent concerns over the growing depletion of the earth's ozone layer. On
the basis of the small launch payloads and the emission of harmful
elements into the environment, the Minuteman II does not appear to be a
premium choice for the launch vehicle.
Because of the Minuteman IIslaunch characteristics,several other launch
vehicles are under consideration. These vehicles are the Atlas Centaur,
Delta 3920, Delta 6920, Titan 4, and Space Shuttle. These launchers have
greatly improved payload capacities and are much cleaner than the
Minuteman If.
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Appendix 13. - Fuel Mass Calculations for the Deorbit Device
The Deorbit Device (DD) isused todeorbitlargepiecesof space debris.Since
the average weight of space debriswas computed to be 1000 kg and the most
densely populated orbitsare between 500 km and 1,000 kin,itwas decided to
find a current technology engine that would be capable of deorbitingat least
a 1100 kg satelliteat 1000 km to a 100 km perigee orbit,which would
accelerate re-entry due to atmospheric drag. Sample calculationswere
made assuming that the debris was in a circularorbit and that the DD
would impart an ideal delta-v. An iterative process was performed to find
the engine that best matched our criteria. The engine that emerged from
the iterations was the OMS Engine from the Space Shuttle. In addition to
the engine, navigation, attitude and reaction control, power, and structure
subsystems were added to complete the Deorbit Device.
Parameters
rl= initialorbitradius ofdebrisand DD upon rendezvous=7378 kin(1000 km
altitude)
r2= orbitperigee ofdebrisand deorbitdeviceaftertransfer=6473 kin(100 km
altitude)
u = earth gravitational parameter = 3.986 E+5 km^3/s^2
Mass Deorbit Device (1VIDD) ffi182 kg
Mass of Fuel on Deorbit Device (MFDD) = 100kg
c = exhaust velocity for OMS engine = 3040 m/s
Mass ofSatellite(MS) = ?
Calculate the Delta.V Necessary for Dem4dt
Calculate the Transfer Orbit's Semi-Major Axis
at = semi-major axis of transfer orbit ffi(rl+r2)/2 = 6928 km
CalculateCircularVelocityat I000 km
Vclffisqrt(u/rl)=7.350km/s
Calculate Perigee VelocityforTransfer
Vptfsqrt(u*(2/rl- 1/at))=7.107km/s
Calculate Delta-V
delta-v = Vcl-Vpt = .243 km/s = 243 m/s
Debris Orbit
(1000 km altitude)
Succesively
decaying
orbitswith
Perigee at
100 kin
Orbit Transfer to
100 km altitude
Figure D.I -Debris and DeorbitDevice Transfer Orbit to Obtain
100 km PerigeeforSuccesivelyDecaying Orbits
Calculate the Mass of the Satellite
Use Ideal Delta-V Equation:
delta-v= c'In(InitialMass/Final Mass)
delta-v= c*In[(MDD+MS)/(MDD-MFDD+MS)]
e^(delta-v/c)=[(MDD+MS)/(MDD-MFDD+MS)]
1.083= [(182kg + MS)/(182 kg -I00 kg + MS)]
1.083"(82 kg + MS) = 182 kg + MS
.083 MS = 93.2 kg
MS = II00 k_.
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APPENDIX C
Calculations for Proposed Active Removal Systems Sample Mission
Proximity Operations
Cauchy-Wilshire (C-W) equations are used to describe the motion of one
spacecraft moving with respect to another. Because of this characteristic,
C-W equations are ideal for determining the time-of-flight, position and
velocity during proximity operations. The C-W equations are summarized
in matrix form below.
x(t)
y(t)
z(t)
vx(t)
vy(t)
vz(t)
1 o 6cot-6sin(cot)_ 0
CO CO
0 cos (wt) 0 0 sin_mt_ 0
W
0 0 4-3cos(cot) _co 0
co
2sin(cot)0 0 6co(l+cos(cot)) 4cos(_ot)-3 0
0 -wsin(wt) 0 0 cos(cot) 0
0 0 3cosin(cot) -2sin(cot) 0 cos(c0t)
Xo
Yo
go
Vxo
Vyo
VZO
w = ( gere 2 /ro3) 1/2
In order to use these equations for targeting, it is necessary to assume that
the two spacecraft are in circular and coplanar orbits. In addition, one of
the two objects must be the center of a Local Vertical - Local Horizon
(LVLH) set of coordinates with the x-axis in the direction of the velocity
vector, the y-axis in the direction opposite to the orbital angular momentum
vector, and the z-axis pointing radially toward the inertial coordinate
center. A further requirement includes having at least 7 initial conditions.
Since there are only 7 equations and 14 unknowns, 7 variables (position,
velocity, time, and/or distance from the inertial origin) must be initially
/
given in order to solve the equations without having to perform complicated
numerical analyses.
For the sample mission described in the text, the Earth's center serves as
the inertial coordinate center and the LVLH origin lies on the orbiting
debris satillite. It is necessary to choose the debris as the origin because it
is traveling in a constant orbit whereas, the roving vehicle is constantly
changing position during the proximity operations. For the initial
conditions, we chose the initial and final positions of the roving vehicle
(xo,Yo,Zo xf_vf, zf) and the time-of-flight (t) between those two positions.
After coding in the C-W equations and initial conditions into a TK[ model,
initial and final rendezvous velocities were solved for and the total AV for
the proximity operations determined. In order to determine an optimum
AV for rendezvous, time-of-flight was varied from 10 minutes to 25 hours
and compared with resulting AVs. This procedure was performed for each
of the 8 redezvouses during the course of the sample mission. The TK!
model and a sample run for one of the proximity operations appears at the
end of this Appendix.
Orbit Transfers
Orbit transfers were carried out in the sample mission by using a
combination of plane changes and Hob.mann transfers. The amount of AV
required to make a transfer between two circular and nonplanar orbits is
equated below.
AV1 = [ Vpt 2 + re12 - 2VptVcl cos(AlL) ]1/2
AV2 = [ Vat 2 + Vc22- 2VatV¢2 cos(AiH) ]1/2
where
Vpt ffi [ tt ( 2/rl- l/at) ] 1/2
Vcl =
Vat = [ _( 2/r2 - I/at) ] 1/2
Vc2 = [_/r2]
2
Because simple plane changes are very expensive, it is necessary to
minimize the amount of AV necessary to transferfrom one orbitto another.
This can be done by varying the amount of plane change (Ai)performed at
each burn. As it turns out,it is more efficiento do most of the required
plane change at higher altitudes;however, maximum efficiencydoes not
occur at the highest point in the transfer orbit. Therefore, the above
equations were coded intoa TK! model and solvedwith varying magnitudes
of inclination change. The resulting&Vs were then compared with the
corresponding change in inclinationat the specifiedpoint in the transfer
orbit,and the mln4mllrn AV determined. The TK_ model and a sample run
for one of the transfer orbitswith inclinationchange appear at the end of
this Appendix.
Fuel Analysis foran Eight Rendezvous Mission fora Roving Vehicle
Assumptions:
- All orbittransfersare accomplished via Hohmann transfer,
- All rendezvous procedures requirea totalDV of 50 m/s,
-All deorbitpackages are 182 kg,
-Propellent(Hydrazine)Isp= 309.9 s,
-Roving vehiclewithout deorbitdevicesis9628 kg.
Formulas:
Ideal Rocket:
AV ffic In(M0/Mf)
C = g_sp
AV1 + AV2 +...÷ AVn --C In(M0/M1) + c In(Mr/M2) +...+cIn(Mn-I/Mn)
AVi= c In(Mo/Mn)
Mass Analysis:
MTOT beforemission: 11,084 kg
500 km parking orbitto 862 km (1.5° plane change)
3
AV + AVR = 293 m/s
Mf ffi10,065.9 kg
attach 182 kg package
Mf = 9883.9 kg
862 km to 1190 km (0.8 ° plane change)
AV + AVR = 180.2 m/s
Mf = 9315.2 kg
attach 182 kg package
Mf = 9133.2 kg
1190 km to 1130 km (0.5 ° plane change)
AV + AVR = 86.3 m/s
Mf ffi8877.7 kg
attach 182 kg package
lVlf= 8695.7 kg
1130 hn to 1120 km (0.5 ° plane change)
AV + AVR = 79.6 m/s
Mf=8471.0kg
attach 182 kg package
lVlf= 8289.0 kg
1120 km to 1250 km (0.2 ° plane change)
AV + AVR = 82.5 m/s
= 8067.2kg
attach 182 kg package
Mf= 8,381.8 kg
1250 km to 937 km (0.7 ° plane change)
AV + AVR ffi 194.1 m/s
Mf = 7397.6 kg
attach 182 kg package
Mf ffi7215.6 kg
937 km to 894 km (1.3 ° plane change)
M_] = 1018.1 kg
Mfu,1 = 568.7 kg
Mfuel = 255.5 kg
Mfuel = 224.7 kg
Mru,1 = 221.8 kg
Mfu,1 = 487.6
4
AV + AVR - 186.5 m]s
Mr- 6786.3 kg
attach 182 kg package
Mr- 6e04.4 kg
M_el = 429.2 kg
894 km to 635 km (0.5 ° plane change)
AV + AVR = 169.6 m/s
Mrffi6246.2kg
attach 182 kg package
Mr= e064.2kg
Mf_l = 358.2 kg
Mass Analysis Summary:
Roving Vehicle: Final Mass = 6064.2 kg
Total Amount of Fuel Used = 3564.0 kg
Total Mass of 8 Deorbit Devices = 1,456.0 kg
Total AV Imparted = 1271.8 m/s
Percentage Fuel Used = 87.3%
TK! Model
and
Sample Run forRendezvous with Satellitein 1250 km orbit
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RULE SHEET
S Rule
XF = A11*XOF + AI31ZOF + B11IXDOF + BI31ZDOF
YF = A221YOF + B22_YDOF
ZF = A331ZOF + B311XDOF + B331ZDOF
XDF= CI3_ZOF + DIIIXDOF + D13_ZDOF
YDF= C22_YOF + D221YDOF
ZDF= C331ZOF + D311XDOF + D331ZDDF
_ELTAVF = SQRT(XDF"'*2 + YDF*"2 + ZDF'2)
DELTAVO = SQRT(XDOF"2 +YDOF_2 +ZDOF'"2)
W = SQRT (G*RE"°'2/RO"3)
AI_ = 1
A!3 = (-6_SIN(WIT)+61WIT)
A_
__ = C3S(WIT>
A33 = (-31COS(W_T)+4)
BI1 = (4!W._SIN(WIT)-3_.T)
B!3 = ,.-2/W_:CCS(W_:T)+2/W)
E,22 = SIN(N_T}/W
= : -L/W)B_II (2,.'K,COS (W_T,
B33 = S]N(W*T)/W
CIZI = (-6..*W_20S(W_T>+bIW)
C22 = -b.*SIN(WIT}
C33 = 31_S!N(WIT)
_m_rW_T)-3)DII = ( ,_w_z_.
DIS = 2_SIN<WIT)
D22 = COS(W_T)
_31 = "........
D33 = COS(W_T)
XF = AIIIXOF + AI31ZOF + BIIIXDOF + BI3iZDOF
YF = A22_YOF _ B221YDOF
ZF = A33_ZOF + B311XDOF + B331ZDOF
XDF= Ci3*ZOF + C!I_XDOF + DI31ZDOF
YDF= C22_:YOF + D22_YDOF
ZDF= C331ZOF _ DSIIXDOF + D331ZDOF
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Sample Run for Transfer Orbit from 1120 km to 1250 km
with 0.2 ° Plane Change
sRule
"This program computes the delta V's for out of plane orbit changes between
"circular orbits. An iteratbie process is used to find the minimum delta v.
* Vcl = sqrt(u/rl)
* Vpt = sqrt (u* (2/rl-I/At))
* At = (rl+r2)/2
* delVlo = sqrt (Vpt*Vpt + VcI*Vcl - 2*Vpt*Vcl*cos (delilo))
"this completes the equations for the first burn
* Vc2 B sqrt (u/r2)
* Vat m sqrt (u* (2/r2-1/At))
* delihl = i - delilo
* delVhi - sqrt(Vc2*Vc2 + Vat*Vat - 2*Vat*Vc2*cos(delihi))
* delVtot = delVlo + delVhi
st l_m_
398600.5
7498
7628
L 0
Vcl 7.2911541
u
rl
Vat 7.2838687
At 7503
r2
delVlo .00242901
Vpt 7.2935831
delilo
Vc2 7.2862969
delihi 0
i
delVhi .0024282
delVtot .00485721
unit
km/s
km^3/s^2
km
km/s
km
km
km/s
km/s
deg
km/s
deg
deg
km/s
km/s
Initial Circular Speed
Earth's Gravitational Parameter
Initial Orbit Radius
Transfer Apogee Velocity
Transfer Semi-Major Axis
Final Orbit Radius
Delta V at first burn
Transfer Perigee Velocity
Plane Change for first burn
Final Circular Speed
Plane Change for Second Burn
Inclination Starting from
Delta V at final burn
Total Delta V
Title:
Element Initial Orbit Inclination Chang e
Initial Orbit Inclination Change and Total Velocity for Non-Coplana
Total Delta V for Transferfkm/s)
1 0 .0713
2 .00833 .07067
3 .01667 .07009
4 .025 .06956
5 .03333 .06909
6 .04167 .06868
7 .05 .06832
8 .05833 .06802
9 .06667 .06777
I0 .075 .06758
II .08333 .06744
12 .09167 .06737
13 .1 .06735
14 .10833 .06738
15 .11667 .06748
16 .125 .06763
17 .13333 .06783
18 .14167 .06809
19 .15 .06841
20 .15833 .06879
21 .16667 .06922
22 .175 .0697
23 .18333 .07024
24 .19167 .07083
25 .2 .07148
Total Velocity Change (km/sec) vs. Initial Angle Change for deli = .2 degrees
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Delta i low (Degrees)
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